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ontract settlement ends faculty strike threat 
New contract means cuts elsewhere "We are very pleased. We were able to retain our ability to (negoti-ate raises each year)," he said. "We 
will be able to get our salaries up to 
snuff (with our peers). 
egotiators for the faculty union 
the Board of Governors Wed-
ay reached a settlement on a 
faculty contract after nearly 
consecutive hours of talks with a 
'ator present. 
"There has been a settlement," 
· Shelly Flock, spokeswoman 
Eastern 's University Relations 
e, which received word of the 
of the talks at about 11 a.m. 
esday. 
BOG spokeswoman Michelle 
II said the two groups reached 
ntative agreement on the con-
t around 10:30 a.m. Wednesday. 
contract must be ratified by 
mbers of the University Profes-
als of Illinois - the union repre-
ting faculty at Eastern and the 
other BO.G universities - in 
next two to three weeks. The 
d will then vote on the con-
~ Brazell said. 
"They definitely put forth the 
By PENNY N. WEAVER 
News editor 
Eastern and all Board of 
Governors faculty now have a new 
contract - provided they vote to 
approve thP- settlement reached by 
the BOG and the fac ulty union 
Wednesday - but ihe costs could 
be high. 
Under the agreement reached by 
the BOG and the University 
Professionals of Illinois - the 
union representing BOG faculty -
$7.2 million ii1 salary raises will be 
given to the faculty over the next 
four years. ,But that money has to 
come from somewhere. 
effort," she said of the two negotiat-
ing teams. 
The new proposed contract is a 
total four-year package. The two 
sides agreed upon $7.2 million in 
salary raise and equity increases to 
nee, dance, dance 
• A rumor of settle-




See story, page 3A 
"We will not be raising tuition 
to fund this package," said 
Michelle Brazell, BOG 
spokeswoman. 
"The money from the settlement 
will not come from academic pro-
grams," UPI President Mitch 
be given to BOG faculty over the 
next four years, Brazell said. About 
$6.6 million of that will be in equi-
ty pay, she added, and $600,000 
will be allotted for base pay 
increases for faculty. 
Schwery, a junior physical education major (left), Kathy Homma, a graduate student (center) and 
n Tebbe, a junior high education major, practice the Trokia dance. The Trokia is a Russian sleigh 
Vogel said. 
The new contract, however, will 
require a lot of reallocation by the 
BOG to come up with the $7.2 
million promised to faculty, 
Brazell said. 
"It's going to mean cuts. It's 
going to affect students immedi-
ately," she said. "Some of these 
cuts are going to be made this 
year." 
The reappropriations that will 
allow money for faculty raises will 
come from cuts in several areas, 
according to Brazell. Areas that 
will see less money in their bud-
gets include: 
f Continued on page 2A 
UPI President Mitch Vogel said 
the union bargaining team is satis-
fied with the terms of the new con-
tract, which he said should be 
approved by UPI members in De-
cember. 
"Right now it's a relief (to have 
avoided a strike)," Vogel added. 
University Relations released a 
statement about the settlement 
Wednesday from Eastern President 
Stan Rives. Since Rives was out of 
town Wednesday, it was the only 
statement given from him immedi-
ately following the agreement. 
"We are all grateful that the 
mediator has been able to achieve a 
tentative agreement in our faculty 
collective bargaining negotiations 
and that a strike has been avoided," 
Rives said in the statement. "The 
agreement will begin to address the 
issue of salary equity for Eastern 
faculty members." 
In addition to the pay raise, 
Vogel said the contract includes no 
increased workload for faculty, an 
issue that was a goal for the union. 
• Continued on page 2A 
Faculty unsure about 
terms of settlement 
By JAMIE RILEY 
Administration editor 
As the campus breathed a sigh 
of relief when news surfaced that 
a faculty strike will not occur, 
some faculty members were left 
wondering what concessions had 
been made by the union during 
mediation. 
The Board of Governors and 
the University Professionals of 
Illinois, the union representing 
faculty at the five BOG universi-
ties, ended six months of contract 
negotiations Wednesday in 
Bloomington and settled on a 
four-year contract. 
The contract settlement will 
still have to be approved by both 
faculty UPI members and by the 
Board of Governors before it 
becomes official. 
The board and the union began 
mediation Tuesday with Mediator 
Tom Montgomery from the 
Federal Mediation and Concilia-
tions Services in Peoria. Media-
tion began at 11: 15 a.m. Tuesday 
and lasted until about 10 a.m. 
Wednesday. 
The faculty at the five Board of 
Governors universities - Eastern, 
Chicago State, Governors State, 
Northeastern Illinois and Western 
Illinois universities - have been 
working under an extended con-
tract since Sept. l, when the con-
tract originally expired. 
On Nov. 11 and 12, the UPI 
took a strike vote on the five cam-
puses. Out of the 75 percent of 
BOG faculty who cast ballots, 71 
percent voted to authorize the 
union executives to call for a 
strike if mediation fail. . 
After information came out of 
Bloomington Wednesday that a 
settlement had been reached, 
* Continued on page 2A 
tudents' express mixed reactions to settlement 
Student reaction ranged from relief and 
piness to regret and surprise as the 
ation spread that a tentative settle-
! had been reached between the Board 
Governors and the University Profes-
als of Illinois. 
"I'm pleased and glad it's all over with 
lly," said Mike Stephens, a junior social 
nces major. 'Tm glad we finally know 
t's going on. We were left in the dark 
re for a while." 
I just hope that we can get past this and 
on with the end of the semester," said 
'sty Koch, student body executive vice 
sident. "There was always that bi g 
block in getting things done. I think this 
(settlement) answered a lot of questions in 
people 's minds." 
The settlement was a four-year tentative 
agreement that must still be approved by 
both UPI members and the BOG before it 
is official. As far as salary equity, teachers 
received $7.2 million out of an original 
request for $8 million. 
The BOG is the governing body that rep-
resents Eastern, Chicago State, Governors 
State, Northeastern and Western. The UPI 
is the teachers' union at the five schools. 
"Unfortunately it's not easy to get every-
thing that you want , but that 's pre tty 
close.'.' said Lisa Nickles, a senior zoology 
major. "For now, I think that it is - if not 
equitable - fai r .. . tolerable, for lack of a 
better word." 
The news of a settlement came in just 
before noon and spread throughout the 
campus. Although most students were not 
abreast of the details right away, they were 
aware that the threat of a strike was over. 
"I think it's great," said Dennis Tarter, a 
graduate student and business administra-
tion major. 'Tm a graduate student and I 
planned on graduating -next semester. I was 
really worried that the strike would screw 
everything up. I'm glad it got settled." 
"I feel that if the teachers got what they 
wanted, then rm happy for them," said 
freshman Pat Melon. "It make: me feel a 
little better, knowing that I'll be coming 
here next semester." 
Relief was expressed by many students. ' 
including the members of Student 
Government who said they were thankful 
that the long list of student questions was 
coming to an end. . 
"We were trying to answer questions; 
now the questions were answered," said 
Tony Wielt, student senate member. "Now 
the questions have been answered, and we 
know what's going to happen and know 
what's not going to happen. We can go on 
with the rest of semester." 
Koch said that, considering the current 
economic situation in Illinois, getting that 
close to $8 n.illion was a very good settle-
ment. 
Most students, when asked, sympathized 
with the teachers on salary equity. 
" Co11ti1111ed 011 page 2A 
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·Anonymous donor gives Eastern Foundation $1.9 millio 
By LISA MICKELSON 
Staff writer 
remain anonymous. The money is not a 
regular donation but a Charitable 
Remainder Trust, Falk said. 
According to Falk, discussions are cur-
rently being held as to what to do with the 
money. The press release from University 
Relations said the specific terms and condi-
tions of the gift are part of the donor 
request for anonymity. 
"We are most grateful for the confid 
placed in us by the donor, and the will' 
ness of the private sector to support 
ongoing Second Century Campaign," Ii 
said. 
The Eastern Illinois University Found-
ation was recently given a donation of $1.9 
million from an anonymous donor. 
According to Stephen Falk, vice presi-
dent for institutional advancement, a dona-
tion of $1,922,000 was received by the 
foundation on Oct. 31. 
According to a press release, the CRT is 
a "philanthropic mechanism which allows 
donors to transfer appreciated assets to a 
qualified foundation, while receiving a tax 
deduction and income. In the case of this 
gift, the EIU Foundation serves as a 
trustee." 
"The donor wishes to use the funds to 
better the university community; the exact 
designation is still under discussion," Falk 
said. 
According to the press release, the c 
paign has achieved 77 percent of 
$20,000,000 goal. · 
According to Falk, there has never 
an anonymous contribution of this .am 
According to Falk, the donor requests to 
F R 0 M PA G E Q -N E -~ ... 
Contract settlement 
•From page JA 
Other issues the UPI had brought 
up were health care and early 
retirement benefits for BOG faculty 
that are available to other state 
employees. Brazell said Wednes-
day that retirement benefits are the 
decision of the Illinois General 
Assembly. 
"It is an issue that cannot be 
solved at the bargaining table," she 
said. "(But) it was talked about." 
As to health care benefits, 
Brazell said, "I really don't know" 
what the two negotiating teams dis-
cussed in that area. 
This year, Brazell said, all facul-
ty - including temporary and part-
. time faculty members - will 
receive both base and equity pay 
increases. 
"That is absolutely guaranteed," 
she said. 
Most of the $7.2 million will be 
allotted to faculty in equity increas-
es, according to both Vogel and 
Brazell. The equity increases, 
Brazell said, are intended to bring 
BOG faculty salaries - which are 
currently 15 percent below the pay 
of faculty at peer universities - up 
to national averages. Therefore, 
Brazell added, those raises will 
vary according to how far faculty 
members' salaries are below their 
peers. 
"It certainly will not equal out to 
a standard dollar amount for each 
person," she noted. 
Students 
"From page JA 
"I'm glad this is resolved, on 
behalf of the students and the 
teachers," said Juris Qualls, a 
junior political science major and 
member of Kappa Alpha Psi 
Fraternity, Inc. "It's a shame that it 
came to that and that the priorities 
weren't laid out for the teachers to 
receive salaries. 
"It's still a fact that they still are 
underpaid, regardless of what 
negotiations were met," he added. 
"On behalf of our organization, 
Kappa Alpha Psi, we 're glad to 
see it resolved." 
"Some (faculty members) will be 
receiving a good deal more than 
others," Vogel said. 
After this year, the BOG will 
reopen the contract each year for 
negotiation on salary raises. Brazell 
and Vogel said raises will then 
hinge on the amount of state fund-
ing the Board of Governors system 
receives. The $7.2 million in salary 
increases written in the contract 
could even increase in coming 
years, Brazell noted. · 
"Depending on state funding, 
that $7 .2 million package could 
rise," she said. 
Exact terms of the contract will 
be available Thursday or Friday, 
Vogel said. 
"We will be putting out ... infor-
mation on it," he noted. "We are 
putting all of this in writing." 
Brazell said the BOG is happy 
with the settlement reached 
Wednesday. Foremost in both the 
UPI and BOG negotiators' minds 
during talks, she noted, was what is 
best for students. 
"We feel great on two accounts -
one, we were able to avert a strike," 
she said. "We had never come this 
close (to a faculty strike) before." 
A strike was so Glose this week, 
Brazell noted, that faculty members 
were taking some of tJieir personal 
belongings home Wednesday in 
preparation for a possible walk-out. 
"Secondly, we were able to make 
significant progress in this area of 
salary equity," Brazell added. 
Kappa Alpha Psi was the first 
group to participate in student 
demonstrations for the faculty dur-
ing the negotiations. The fraternity 
began protesting Wednesday, Nov. 
13, with a march through resi-
dence hall cafeterias, with faculty 
members, in front of Old Main and 
the educational buildings. 
They later teamed up with 
Enhancing Awareness and Respect 
Towards Humanity (EARTH) in 
the ongoing marches. 
"I think it (the march) was more 
of an awareness that it would actu-
ally affect the students more than-
the students wanted to believe," 
o~n~ Eastern News 
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"We're very pleased that we were 
able to avoid a strike. 
'This is not a painless contract, 
but it is fiscally responsible and it 
goes a long way toward faculty 
(salary equity)," she said. 
"Not reaching (the) $8 million 
(goal of salary equity funds) was a 
disappointment (but) we're fairly 
confident by the end of this contract 
(we'll achieve salary equity)," 
Vogel said. 
"The mediation went well," he 
added. 
The faculty have been working 
under an extended contract since 
Sept. l, when their contract origi-
. nally expired. The UPI and the 
BOG have been negotiating a new 
contract since the summer, and the 
last sticking point in talks was the 
issue of salary equity. 
Negotiations between the two 
groups broke down on Nov. 4, and 
both sides requested a federal medi-
ator. Tom Montgomery of the 
Federal Mediation and Conciliation 
Service Peoria office was the medi-
ator for the board and union. 
Last week UPI faculty members 
voted to give their union executives 
the power to call a strike if media-
tion attempts failed. 0f the 75 per-
cent of members who voted, 7 i 
peroent wer.e ·in. favor of",the b1rike 
vote. 
As a result, Vogel filed a five-day 
intent to strike last Thursday, which 
would have enabled faculty to 
strike as early as last Tuesday. 
Qualls said. "I think it brought the 
issue to the face of the campus." 
Despite the overall happiness by 
students about the settlement, 
some students were hoping for a 
different 'outcome - at least for a 
little while. 
"I'm kind of mad actually," said 
Carolyn Casarotto, a sophomore 
psychology major. "I didn't want 
to take finals. I didn't want us to 
be on strike all next semester but 
just for the end of this semester. 
Then we wouldn't have to take 
finals and keep the grades that we 
have now." 
Faculty 
*From page JA 
faculty seemed relieved that a strike 
would not occur, but they did not 
know the specifics of the contract. 
James Quivey, chair of the 
English department, said he was 
happy to know the contract had 
been settled, but he wishes more 
information was available. 
"None of us were looking for-
ward to a strike. I was very relieved 
to hear this morning that the con-
tract had been solved," he said. 
"But my happiness is tempered by 
the fact that I don't even know what 
the settlement was." 
'Tm sure it's a great relief that 
the contract was settled because no 
one wants to interrupt classes," said 
Patrick Lenihan, professor of eco-
nomics, adding that he hasn't really 
heard much about the contract set-
tlement 
"I'm certainly happy that it's 
been settled. It takes a lot of pres-
sure off everyone, and no one needs 
more pressure at the end of the 
semester than they already have," 
said English Professor 
Preston, who also indicate 
knew very little about the a 
settlement. 
"It's hard for me to com 
because I don't know the te 
the contract very well," said 
nomics Professor Edward Co 
"I think the terms of the con 
are very relevant." 
Donald Sundheim, associate 
fessor of foreign language, · 
heard several versions of 
rumors that had been float' 
around Eastern's campus Wi 
day. "(Wednesday) morning I 
from the department chair th 
was settled, and I thought it was 
first time I'd heard anything 
the administration ... Then later 
came back and said it hadn't 
settled for the temporary fac 
only for the permanent faculty." 
said. 
"I still don't know wne 
everything is taken care of 
whether the contract is agreeab 
everyone." 
New contract 
• Frompage JA 
. • Jr!lyel.f!P.P.~Hst;sw , , .. ... : ~~ , :. 
• Professional supplies, such as 
fosearcli, equ'ipmefii~' 'b'bdfs;· pen:: 
cils, paper, etc. 
• Library budgets. Brazell said 
cuts into the budgets of BOG uni-
versity libraries - including 
Eastern, Governors State, 
Northeastern Illinois, Chicago 
State and Western Illinois univer-
sities - will limit the subscriptions 
and the number of new books that 
each library can purchase. 
• Maintenance and repairs. 
Brazell said maintenance and 
repairs will be deferred to save 
money. For example, the much-
needed renovation in Buzzard 
Building is one project that will 
probably be postponed as defer-
red maintenance, she said. 
• Personnel. Cuts in this area 
will consist of "freezing at least -
and possibly eliminating - open 
positions," Brazell said. 
Therefore, any vacated positions 
that can be left open or elimin 
will remain vacant to save coSL 
· The board hopes these cuts 
genetate 'the money neeoed 
faculty raises, Brazell said. B 
these first cuts aren't eno 
more trimming will be con 
erect, she added. 
"We 're going' to be looki 
areas where we'll have to 
(many things that affect 
dents)," Brazell said. Those 
resort" cuts include closing 
courses offered and making 
in academic departments, 
added. 
But Brazell said the B 
hopeful that penny-pinching 
not reach as far as acade 
realms. All the cuts made will 
felt by the universities, she 
ted, but the board expects 
"trimming the fat" from bu 
will provide the money n 
for the faculty contract. · 
"(We're) not going to say 
not going to be painful, but · 
do-able," she said. 
'. 
Happy Thanksgiving From All Of Us At 
Mother's. · .. 
~ WIN A TURKEY II  (Surprise your mom with this beautiful fowl) 
Drink SP-ecials: 
$2. 50 Pitchers 
$1. 25 Bottles 
$ 2. 00 Wilder Turkey Shots 
Food SP-ecials: 
8 p.m.-10 p.m. 
10¢ Sliders 
(the best little burger 
you 'II ever eat) 
Sell Your Unwanted Items in the Dail 
Eastern News Classifieds 
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ock, knock 
Reedman and Jeff Burner from Grun/oh Construction Inc. load 
doors for classrooms in the Lumpkin College of Business 
ing Wednesday afternoon. 
nited Student Union 
eets with opposition 
nt government editor 
e United Student Union for 
"al Equality met firm oppo-
against its efforts to chal-
e policies of the Minority 
issions Program at its meet-
Wednesday. 
At first I thought the group 
racially biased towards 
tes and against blacks,'' said 
Glenn, student senate mem-
"I thought this was synony-
us to the White Student 
on. 
was disturbed at first that 
group had the right to criti-
a program that would allow 
dvantaged minorities a 
ce at a college education,'' 
nn added. ''.However, after 
"ght (Wednesday), their_ 
s seem to be not to disallow 
to disadvantaged minority 
ents but to aid disadvan-
whites as well. . · 
If this is the premise of the 
p, I would like to see them 
many programs," he said. 
att Edwards, founder of the 
group, said the purpose of 
new group was "to challenge 
rimination in any form it 
take." 
We believe in absolute racial 
lity under the law," he said. 
e other platform of the 
p is to work for integration 
campus. We don't just mean 
al (discrimination) but also 
type when people don't 
to each other because of 
color." 
owever, Glenn said if the 
purpose of the group was not to 
provide equality for disadvan-
taged students of all races, the 
group should be disbanded, Matt 
Edwards should have to answer 
to the appropriate authorities 
and the group's adviser should 
be repdmanded by her. superjors 
for forming and advising "a 
group that is totally racist." 
The group's advisor is 
Audrey Edwards, associate pro-
fessor of student teaching and 
Matt Edwards' mother. 
Matt Edwards said the group 
believes that any student with a 
disadvantaged background 
should. be admitted through the , 
Minority Admissions Program, 
regardless of race. 
"I don't want to take the aid 
away from the people who are 
receiving it; I just think it 
should be available to every-
one," Edwards said. 
Edwards also said he will pre-
sent a letter on Wednesday to 
the Council on Ac.ademic 
Affairs that voices the group's 
feelings concerning the Min-
ority Admissions Program. The 
new group will go before the 
Student Senate Wednesday in an 
attempt to become a recognized 
student organization. 
Edwards added the group 
plans to work on ending off-
campus segregation and any 
forms of discrimination on cam-
pus. 
"I see blacks and whites not 
~peaking to each other. People 
need to open up outside of their 
cultural identity,'' he said. 
he United Student Union for Racial Equality is against the 
ority Admissions Program, not the Minority Assistance Program or 
cial aid for minorities, as reported in Wednesday's edition of The 
Senate replaces bylaw change 
By CHARLENE BURRIS 
Staff writer 
The bylaw change which the 
Student Senate tabled last week 
was dropped at Wednesday's sen-
ate meeting by the creator of the 
resolution, "based on the contro-
versy over it," and was replaced 
by a similar bylaw change. 
"We understood the argument 
against it and submitted (a new 
bylaw change) as an amended 
form," said Curtiss Cline, the sen-
ate member who created the origi-
nal bylaw change. 
Cline, Dave Kinsey and Jill 
Pfeiffer are the three Student 
Senate members who are also 
members of the joint Student-
Faculty Committee. 
Kinsey said he "took the 
(Cline's) original bylaw change 
and made changes," to create the 
bylaw now on the table. 
The new bylaw change states 
that "at the beginning of every 
semester, the speaker of the sen-
ate will appoint three (student 
senate members) to serve on the 
(joint) committee." 
Currently the three senate 
members are appointed by Martha 
Price, student body president. 
Kinsey said that it is outlined in 
the job of speaker of the senate to 
appoint people to committees 
although both the speaker and the 
president would be competent to 
do the job. 
The new bylaw change also 
states "the (joint) committee will 
deal with all issues concerning 
problems between the Faculty and 
Student Senates and other prob-
lems of the campus community as 
a whole (faculty, staff and stu-
dents), as deemed necessary by a 
majority of the members of the 
(joint) committee." 
This clause remains unchanged 
from the bylaw change proposal 
dropped by Cline. 
The amended bylaw change 
also additionally states that, "one 
of the three student senators on 
the committee will act as a liai-
son, designated by the Speaker (of 
the Senate), and will be responsi-
ble for reporting to the Senate of 
committee business and ideas." 
The new bylaw change does 
not require a specific member of a 
committee to be on the joint com-
mittee as the bylaw change 
dropped by Cline proposed. 
Cline's bylaw change stated, 
"the chairman of the committee 
on Governmental Affairs will 
serve as the third member (of the 
joint committee)." 
Kinsey purposely created the 
bylaw change to be general 
"because as years go by, you have 
to be willing to change with the 
people." 
" It has been suggested that 
(Cline's bylaw change) was 'a 
personal, political ploy.' This is 
not so. If it was personal I would 
have used the power and authority 
of my office to immediately kill 
the issue," said Blake Wood, 
speaker of the senate. 
There was no mention of a per-
sonal attack or threat to veto 
Kinsey's bylaw change by 
Student Body President Martha 
Price as there was concerning 
Cline's bylaw change at last . 
week's senate meeting. 
Students need to pay spring tuiti·on 
By TAMMY AUSTIN 
Staff writer 
Now that students no longer 
have to worry about a faculty 
strike, they can concentrate on 
getting their tuition paid for next 
semester. 
Tuition and fee bills for the 
spring semester will be mailed 
Thursday to students' home 
addresses, according to Michael 
Taylor, director of registration. 
The bills are due Dec. 13. 
' ·'·"If students do not pay byrDec. 
13, their classes will be cancelled, 
and they will have to register at 
late registration," Taylor said. 
Late registration begins Jan. 6. 
Tuition and fees for freshmen 
and sophomores are $1,166.85. 
The cost for juniors and seniors is 
$1,178.85. Graduate students' 
tuition and fees are $1,220.85. 
According to Taylor, the differ-
ence in the total cost lies in 
tuition because all students pay 
the same fees. Tuition is $828 for 
freshmen and sophomores, $840 
for juniors and seniors and $882 
for graduate students' tuition. 
The remaining $338.85 goes 
toward program and service fees. 
These fees include an activity fee, · 
a building fee, a health service 
and pharmacy fee, insurance, a 
grant-in-aid minority student fee 
and athletics, Taylor said. 
Students may elect to pay their 
spring tuition and fees using 
installment billing, Taylor added. 
This plan consists of two pay-
ments. The first installment, 
which will be due Dec. 13, is 
$350. The initial payment con-
sists of $330 for tuition and fees 
and a $20 service charge. The ser-
vice charge is an administrative 
charge for dividing the fees, he 
said. 
During the middle of February, 
the students will receive the final 
bill for the remaining balance, 
which will be due in March. The 
$100 advance deposit will be 
deducted from the balance, Taylor 
said. 
Settlement rumors circulate 
By ANN GILL 
Staff editor 
i--~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
As the second day of media-
tion between the Board of 
Governors and the University 
Professionals of Illinois began, 
so did a leak of information that 
a settlement between the two 
groups had been reached. 
By 9 a.m. Wednesday a num-
ber of faculty and students at 
Eastern had been informed that 
a settlement had been reached. 
According to BOG spokes-
woman Michelle Brazell, the 
University Professionals of 
Illinois and the Board of 
Governors did reach a settle-
ment at 10:30 a.m., an hour and 
a half after- information was 
released that the groups had set-
tled. 
The day unfolded with a leak 
of information at approximately 
9 a.m. or earlier, when informa-
tion was provided to Acting 
Vice President for Academic 
Affairs Barbara Hill that a set-
tlement had-·been reached for 
unit A, or permanent, faculty 
and that things were going well, 
had turned into the statement 
that the two groups had agreed 
on a final settlement. 
After Hill receiving the infor-
mation, it was passed on to 
Acting Associate Vice President 
for Academic Affairs Terry. 
Weidner, who then contacted 
Jon Laible, dean of the College 
of Liberal Arts and Sciences. 
Laible told The News that the 
information was released by his 
supervisor Barbara Hill and the 
information was given to him by 
Weidner. 
Laible then contacted the 
chairs in the departments within 
the liberal arts and sciences col-
lege. There ~~e 17 departments 
within the college, including 
psychology, sociology, political 
science, zoology and English. 
"Communication is certainly 
important ," Laible said in 
regards to the information that 
he passes on to the chairs. 
According to a secretary in 
the psychology department, the 
department received a call from 
Laible at 9:30 a.m. saying that a 
settlement had been made and 
then the faculty members in the 
department were notified. 
Psychology instructor Karola 
Allford said that she was 
informed of a settlement by the 
department secretary and that 
she in tum informed her 10 a.m. 
class of the news. 
Just prior to. Allford's 10 a.m. 
class, The News was in contact 
with Brazell who at that time 
said that the negotiator were 
still meeting with the mediator. 
The zoology department also 
heard from Laible, at approxi-
mately 9:15 a.m., said a depart-
ment secretary. 
A notice of a settlement was 
posted on a zoology bulletin 
board and hter that sign was 
changed to say the statement 
was just a rumor. 
Laible said, "We had heard 
from (assistant vice president 
for academic affairs) Jeanne 
Simpson, on the negotiation 
team from Eastern that a final 
settlement had been made." He 
added that this information 
came in some time after 10 a.m. 
Art Tate, associate director of 
University Relations, said, 
"Someone received information 
that it was going well, and 
somewhere along the lines it got 
changed around." 
Tate said early Wednesday 
that a possible leak could have 
came from anyone who had 
access to information. 
Tate, who said he does not 
like to comment on rumors, said 
that the best way to find out the 
validity of the information is to 
call and check things out. 
Tate did dispel a rumor that 
Eastern President Stan Rives 
had not made a statement on 
negotiations at 8:30 a.m. Wed-
nesday. A number of faculty 
members and students had been 
told that Rives had made the 
statement. 
Tate said the only statement 
that came from Rives was given 
after noon, after the settlement 
news was received by Univer-
sity Relations 
Prior to the information leak, 
a number of students, acting on 
a rumor that the faculty had 
went on strike, did not attend 
their Wednesday clas·ses and 
even others came to class unpre-
pared, said Kristy Koch, student 
body executive vice president. 
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· F acuity contract 
just the start 
for the BOG 
The Board of Governors and the 
University Professionals of Illinois, the union 
that represents faculty at Eastern and four 
other state universities, should be com-
mended for coming out of mediation with a 
contract settlement and for avoiding a facul-
ty walkout. 
The fact that the two groups reached a 
settlement demonstrates that each entered 
mediation with a serious intention to avoid 
a strike. 
And the two groups' maturity in reaching 
a settlement just ended Editorial about two months of :tu-
------- dent worry concerning 
academic credit and 
grades for courses they had already devot-
ed 3/4 of a semester to. 
However, when the handshaking and , 
backslapping over the ending of the strike 
threat is over, university, board and state 
officials still have some realities to face. 
In the short term, the BOG has yet to 
reach settlements with both union and non-
negotiated civil service workers at Eastern 
and its four other universities; these secre-
taries, custodial workers, building service 
workers and other employees also have 
been working on extended contracts, with-
out salary increases, since last summer. 
And considering the massive realloca-
tions from travel, maintenance, vacated Wh t b t th • · 1 • k 
administrative positions and other areas that a a OU e ClVl service WOr ers 
the BOG has said will be necessary to pro-
vide the faculty with this salary increase, we "-- Ooh Yeah! 
have tc»\vonder where the money will come ·· The possibility of a faculty 
from for salary increases for these other strike is no more. With the 
employees. intervention of federal media-
In the long term, Gov. Jim Edgar is still tion the UPI was appeased with 
screaming that the state has budget prob- money acquired through cuts 
lems. ranging from libraries to the 
So, we are seriously concerned for the 
future of higher education funding in Illinois. 
Gov. Edgar and Illinois legislatures, we 
ask that you apply the same standards to 
.: · the state budget that you have set for high-
er education: set priorities and reallocate. 
And when those priorities are set, we 
hope you realize there is little in your bud-
get that compares in importance to the 
education of your citizens. 
This is not a painless contract 
but is fiscally responsible. 
Michelle Brazell 
BOG spokeswoman 
renovation of old buildings like 
our very own, and very old, 
Buzzard Building. Students are 
whining, teachers are smiling, Rich 
but unfortunately I don't think Bl d 
the worst is over. ili: iiiir.ii . ._ ___ _ 
I was brought up in a military family, and as long 
as I can remember, those little rules of life like "look 
both ways before crossing the street" have been 
mixed with age-old military axioms like "never burn 
your bridges." Well folks, the top brass Is happy 
cause the battle is over; but what about · the war? 
My Dad told me that for every troop in the field 
there needs to be ten supporting them. And it 
seems to me that the entire support staff, a.k.a. the 
civil service workers, have been left In the sun to 
fight while the teachers .are riding down lower 
Broadway for their ticker tape parade. 
questions. 
The American Federation of State, County, 
Municipal Employees, which encompasses mu 
the clerical/technical staff of the university, 
been working under last year's contract, w 
expired in June. I was told that they can't st 
stop work, have a lock out, or even slow d 
under article XVI of their old contract. 
So where does that leave all of the secre 
computer operators, accounting clerks and cas 
let alone all the building service work 
groundskeepers, or fooct. service workers, who 
under different union confracts yecsfmilar sl 
tions? Quite frankly the whole idea of the civil 
vice "lifeblood" of this university seeing the 
somewhat victorious in their requests for more 
is very scary. 
What would happen if every office wo 
accountant, BSW, food service employee colle 
ly decided to tell Eastern to pound sand? Can 
say 'Very long extended vacation?' I thought 
Don't be as paranoid as I seem to be thoug 
least the Health Circus, er, Service won't be 
ed. 
Ooh Yeah! 
Rich Bird is the art director and a column/s 
The Daily Eastern News. 
This whole confusing mess with the UPI has left a 
trail of questions, and when I look at where the civil 
service unions are now, five months working under 
an .exl?ired contract, I have not~i~~ b~t '!lore 
._ ________ ___. ........ • .... · __...,..,_ .......................... 1 ·,11 •. ,,; _.1 .,.,_1,.J-!1Ji.J--. / JJ1.f'.. \ ~· ... J . .' .. ~J., ... 1 ... :~ ,. ~. ,, }. • J i' 1 .., 'o.1 • •L• .Jll 
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n stage 
eater production shows how 1940s radio shows were made 
er wonder how those entertaining 
shows from the 1940s were made? 
The show, which is directed by 
Marjorie Duehmig of Eastern 's theater 
department, shows the audience how the 
radio show begins and comes together, 
Supple added. 
Supple said. 
"It's a really funny show with good 
music." 
Opening night for the production 
begins at 8 p.m. Thursday in the Booth 
Library Lecture Hall. 
the community. 
"We select two shows a year, plus a 
workshop," Supple, said. "In February we 
will be performing --'Crimes of the 
Heart' written by Beth Henley." 
e Charleston Community Theatre 
EIU-FM will provide the answer 
that question with a one-act pro-
n of the "1940s Radio Hour." 
"It's a really clever show with a lot of 
music from the '40s," Supple said. "They 
will be doing commercials and sound 
effects." 
It will also run at 8 p.m. Friday and 
Saturday and at 2 p.m. Sunday. 
"The Booth Library Lecture Hall was 
at one time a radio station, so it's perfect 
for this," Supple said. 
Open auditions for February's show 
are set for next semester, Supple added. 
Tickets are on sale at the Fine Arts 
Box Office from 1 p.m. until 5 p.m. 
every day and also will be available at 
the door. 
e one-act show runs for an hour-
·half and focuses on how a radio 
is made, said Therese Supple, vice 
ent of the community theater and 
iate producer of the show. 
There are 10 cast members in the radio 
show, a few of which are Eastern stu-
dents. The Charleston Community Theatre 
produces several shows throughout the 
year and opens auditions to everyone in 
Tickets cost $6 for adults, $5 for 
senior citizens and $4 for students with 
an ID. 
"We held open auditions and had sev-
eral people from the community try out," 
oking around 
Wood, a junior political science majo1; (front), and Chad Burgett, 
ior political science major, look at the books during the political 
ce book sale in Co.leman Wednesday morning. 
istory professor will look 
19th-century migration 
. ANDREW VERCOUTEREN 
professor from the history 
ment will deliver a lecture 
the history of migration to 
ois Thursday for the Coles 
ty Historical Society. 
istory Professor Dan M. 
kman will deliver the lecture 
:30 p.m. at the Dudley House, 
Seventh St. 
he lecture, entitled "Migra-
n Routes to Illinois and 
ms of Settlement in the State 
1815-1861," will be similar 
a presentation Hockman deliv-
to the State Genealogical 
"ety in Spring-field. 
e lecture will be the third in 
·es sponsored by the histori-
society. 
The talk will discuss how indi-
uals migrated to Illinois 
tween 1815 and 1861. 
Hockman will also explain pat-
terns of settlement in the state 
and why those patterns occurred. 
Robert Hennings, the executive 
director of the Coles County 
Historical Society, said the Jee- · 
ture series covers American his-
tory, especially history pertaining 
to Illinois and the Midwest. 
Hennings said Hockman's lecture 
is the last for this year, but he 
added there will be a series of 
three more lectures next spring. 
Hennings said everyone is wel-
come to attend the lecture, both 
society members and non-mem-
bers. Hockman added the lecture 
is intended for a group of non-
historians. 
Hockman said his first presen-
tation to the State Genealogical 
Society lasted about two and one-
half hours, but he expects his 
condensed version to last about 
30 to 40 minutes. 
Program receives federa.1 grant 
By TYLER PIERCE 
Staff writer 
Eastern's Drug Free Schools 
and Communities Program has 
been awarded a $159,737 grant 
from the United States Depart-
ment of Education to continue 
its drug and alcohol prevention 
program. 
Dan Bolin, director of Safety 
Programs at Eastern, which 
administers the program, said 
the grant will fund the second of 
two 18-month programs. The 
program began in October 1990 
and will expire Sept. 30, 1993. 
The first part of the program 
is also being funded by the 
Department of Education at a 
cost of $167,990. 
Bolin said Eastern is working 
with the Capital Area Vocational 
Education Center in Springfield 
to educate students about the 
dangers of drugs and alcohol. 
The program teaches students 
how to prevent and resist drug 
and alcohol abuse throughout 
their communities. 
The university has two 
employees who work at the cen-
ter administering a life skills 
program to the students. The 
employees teach classroom ses-
sions on a regular basis at the 
center, which serves students 
from Sangamon, Menard , 
Christian,. Macoupin and 
Morgan Counties in central 
Illinois. 
"Our training program is 
heavily loaded with alcohol and 
substance abuse prevention," 
Bolin said. "Our objective is to 
help keep kids off of drugs." 
Bolin said the program also 
teaches how to resist drugs in 
workplace and office settings as 
well as in all other areas of the 
students' lives. 
The Drug Free Schools and 
Communities Program is one of 
six federal projects that Bolin is 
directing within the Office of 
Safety Programs. 
CAA may revise student attendance policy 
By TYLER PIERCE 
Staff writer 
- The Council on Academic Affairs Thursday 
will consider a proposal that would amend the stu-
dent attendance policy it approved earlier this 
year. 
The proposal, which was developed by a CAA 
subcommittee, would further protect students by 
providing some instances when absences would 
be excused. The excused absences would include 
illnesses, official university activities and recog-
nized emergencies. 
The council will also vote on a proposal by 
council member Kandy Baumgardner that will 
change the council's policy of listing course pre-
requisites in the undergraduate catalog. Under 
Baumgardner's proposal, only the highest prereq-
uisite of a class would be listed, leaving the task 
of finding other prerequisites up to the students. 
Last week the council approved a list of courses 
that will fulfill the cultural diversity requirement 
at Eastern and, as part of that approval, agreed to 
review any future course proposals for that list. 
"I have officially invited people to bring in 
courses to be considered for that list," said Ken 
Sutton, CAA chair. 
The council will vote on one such course. 
Minorities and the Media, at Thursday's meeting. 
The course was earlier exyluded from the list by 
the CAA subcommittee to develop the cultural 
diversity course list. Sutton said that an introduc-
tory course in Afro-American Studies will also be 
brought before the council for consideration for 
the list. 
The CAA also will hear three new course pro-
posals at the meeting. Those courses are 
Psychology 3001, Environmental Psychology; 
Theater Arts 2220, Theater Seminar I ; and 
Theater Arts 3220, Theater Seminar II. 
Speaker will explore.the occult 
CHRIS MOLLOY 
Staff writer 
Satanism and the occult will 
be the topic of discussion 
Thursday and Friday when 
Carla Mae Streeter comes to 
Eastern. 
The Newman Catholic Center 
will be hosting the two lectures 
presented by Streeter. The first 
presentation, "Christianity and 
the Challenge of the Occult", 
will begin at 7 p.m. Thursday in 
the Shelbyville room in the 
Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. The second 
presentation, "A Look at New 
Age, Satanism and the Occult", 
will begin at l 2 p.m. Friday in 
the Rathskeller Balcony of the 
Union basement. 
Streeter will discuss the pres-
ence of the occult and satanism 
in society, as well as focus on 
signs of satanism and cults. 
The presentation will include 
a five minute film on satanism 
and cults, followed by an audi-
ence response to the film and 
attitudes about the subject. 
"She should shed some 
insights into the occult and 
satanism with her presentation," 
said Roy Lanham of the 
Newman Catholic Center. "It 
should be an interesting topic of 
conversation for people to go 
to:" 
Streeter is a professor of sys-
tematic theology, which is the 
study of spirituality, morality 
and ethics, at Aquinas Institute 
of Theology in St. Louis. 
The presentations are part of 
the Newman Center's fall lec-
ture series and are free and open 
to the public. 
tudents' compositions highlight Thursd~y concert 
A concert scheduled for 
ursday evening will spotlight 
inal pieces by Eastern music 
position students. 
The concert titled, "Comp-
r's Forum," will feature 
ensembles and soloists, with 
both vocal and instrumental, 
performing a wide variety of 
original compositions by the 
students, said Professor Peter 
Hesterman of the music depart-
ment. 
"We're always very excited 
about these concerts," 
Hesterman said. "The pieces are 
very fresh and hot off the press-
es, and some are the first com-
positions the students have writ-
ten." 
Hesterman added that the 
styles of the pieces va,ry greatly 
because of the students musical 
tastes and influences. 
Among the nine performances 
will be solo flute and clarinet 
pieces, a song for voice and 
piano, a cello and violin duet, a 
saxophone sextet and a wood-
wind quartet and quintet, 
Hesterman said. 
The composers of the pieces 
for the concert are Brian 
Allemana, Tim Green, Aaron 
Hunt, Paul Sainer, Doug 
Nicholson, Jayme Barnard and 
Thomas Foster, he added. 
The 7:30 p.m. concert in the 
Dvorak Concert Hall is open to 
the public and free of charge. 
. - ,. ,. ~ . - -~ 
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Elections will start 
for RHA Thursday 
By SUSAN KIEL 
Staff writer 
The Residence Hall Assoc-
iation will hold elections 
Thursday for new executive 
board members at its 7 p.m. meet-
ing in the basement of Stevenson 
Hall. 
The group is extending its 
meeting to two hours to conduct 
the elections, said Connie 
Catanzaro, RHA secretary. 
Nominations for the five exec-
utive posi tions were made by 
RHA members at las t week's 
meeting. 
Catanzaro said the nominations 
for the positions include Rich 
Russciti for president, Tami 
W~chtel and Jay T. Silence for 
vice president. Nominees for trea-
surer include Kelly Dykstra, 
Anne Hagen and Kerry Billick. 
The national communications 
coordinator nominee is Maggie 
Kossman. Catanzaro is running 
for secretary. 
RHA President Ryan Zufall 
explained that the elections will 
begin with each of the candidates 
giving a speech to present them-
selves and their qualifications to 
the group. 
Each hall will then be allowed 
to ask questions of the candidates. 
The questions were submitted to 
the RHA office earlier this week 
by the each-hall's president. 
"The hall questions are meant 
to be directed to all of the candi-
dates," Zufall said. "Each candi-
date will be given a chance to 
answer the questions presented by 
the halls." 
Zufall added that the questions 
will be followed by RHA mem-
bers directing individual ques-
tions to each of the candidates. 
Zufall said the group will also 
hear adviser and executive re-
ports, however, the majority of 
the meeting is reserved for the 
election process. 
HSU will focus its meeting 
on upcoming Heritage Day 
By LORI QUEEN 
Staff writer 
The Hl. spanic Student Union 
will focu s on discussions for 
Heritage Day, which is set to 
take pl ace in January, at its 
meeting in the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
The Hispanic Student Union 
will meet at 7 p.m. in tJie Green-
up room of the Union. 
"We only have two meetings 
left this semester. We have to 
come up with a speaker and a 
theme for Heritage Day, as well 
as plan and discuss activities for 
that day at the meeting," said 
Jay Martinez, HSU president. 
Heritage Day will be a part of 
Cultural Diversity Week, which 
begins on Jan. 13, and will con-
centrate on giving minorities on 
campus a day to celebrate their 
culture and have a theme for 
their nationality, Martinez said. 
In other business, the HSU 
will also discuss the possibility 
of receiving office space in the 
Cultural Center on Seventh 
Street for the organization. 
"We are going through the 
proper procedures for office 
space and we should be able to 
move in early next semester," 
Martinez said. 
Freed· hostage said he 
learned patience and pity 
WIESBADEN, Germany (AP) - Anderson, Joseph Cicippio and 
Thomas Sutherland said Alann Steen - would be released 
Wednesday that his 6 1/2 years as in the near future. 
a Lebanese hostage taught him Both Sutherland and Briton 
tolerance, patience and even to Terry Waite said after their 
pity the captors who put him in release Monday that their captors 
chains. told them the Americans would 
The 60-year-old educator was soon be freed. 
kept in. chains much of the time Sutherland, kidnapped while 
after his Beirut kidnapping on working as dean of agriculture at 
June 9, 1985, beaten on one occa- the American University of 
sion until he screamed, and at Beirut, said his ordeal had 
times languished in an dark, changed him. 
underground cell. , "I've learned a great deal of"'., 
But two days after being freed, tolt?rance. I've lear,ned ~n enor-
he said that overall, "I fe~l- ~ mous· amount of patience. I've 
great," like "60 going on 21." "I never spent three hours sitting on 
feel like I'm ready to get out of my duff against a wall just wait-
here and go charging, but when I ing for someone to decide what 
got off of my chain finally I the next move is." He said he 
found that I'm a little bit wobbly came to pity the hostage-holders, 
on my pins. "because I think they don't 
"I could almost say it's been appreciate how heinous the thing 
worth waiting for, but it was a is that they are doing." 
heck of a long wait - 2,347 days. Sutherland talked about the worst 
But it's over, thank God, and we part of his imprisonment: "After 
go on from here to the rest of our about a year and a half they put 
lives." He spoke to reporters at us in a very bad situation, indi-
the U.S. military hospital at victual cells underground, very 
Wiesbaden, where he received a little light ... I was very 
clean bill of health from medical depressed. 
officials and was reunited with "And they'd come in and bring 
his wife Jean and daughter Kit. the food in ... and then leave me 
He arrived in Wiesbaden on to eat in the dark. Try it some 
Tuesday. time. It's not much fun." He said 
Sutherland said he believed the he was once beaten by his captors · 
remaining Western hostages - when he tried to remove his 
including Americans Terry blindfold. 
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8 Oz. Choice 
Charbroiled Sirloin, 





All Import Drafts 
$1.50 
Woodpecker Cider, 
Guinness, ffarp and 
Double Diamond Ale 
Kitchen Hours 
Mon.-Frl . 11 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Sat. 11 a.m. - .3 p.m. 
Bar Hours • 
II a.m.-1 a.m. · 
THIRSTY' 
Is No. 1 on Thursday 
LARGE DRAFTS ...... .... ..... ............ 25¢ 
PITCHERS .... ...... ... ... ....... ... ... ... ... $1.]j 
ALL LONGNECKS .. .................... ... 50¢ 
THIRSTY'S FAMOUS 
HOT DOGS .. ................... ...... ... ... 10¢ 
OCCULTS ••• 
Are they for real? 
\ "" Presented by Carla Mae 
- Streeter, OP, Professor of 
Newman Syste~atic Th~ology at 
C th I. Aqumas Institute of · a O IC Theology. 
Center 
Thursday November 2_1 
"Christianity & the Challenge of the 
Occult" 
-( 7 p .m. Shelbyville Room, Union) 
Friday November 22 
"A look at New Age, Satanism and t 
Occult" 
(12-1 p .m. -Rathskeller Balcony, Union) 
He knows when you've been 
good or bad . . . 
So be an angel 
and send someone 
a personal ad. 
15 words and green color art for $5 
Each additional word 15¢. 
Your message will appear 
Tuesday, December· 3rd 
~ . P~ad ine is-Wednesday, November 27th 
"-t.: ... 1, .. - - ~ 
Message--------------------
Circle your choice: 
~ A. B. c. 
Some smokers aren't aware 
of the many facts of smoking 
and the risks that are taken 
every time a puff is inhaled. 
Smoking is not only dangerous 
to the smoker, but to the non-
smoker, as well. 
Approximately 53 million 
Americans smoke 570 billion 
cigarettes a year and more than 
1,000 people die a day as a 
result of smoking. 
The high-rated cigarette, kills 
more people in a day than all of 
the murderers , gang-bangers 
and drug peddlers in a year. 
Health officials nationally and 
world-wide have agreed tobacco 
use is the number one cause of 
disease, disa~ility and death. 
"A 30-year-old non-smoker 
can expect to live 17.9 years 
longer than a 30-year-old smok-
er, " said an article in the 
August/September issue of 
"Contingencies." 
Even if one were to take two 
fully-loaded 7 4 7 jets and 
crashed them everyday without 
a single survivor, the jets would 
kill less people in a . day than 
cigarettes alone. 
Dr. Allan Bruckheim, in his 
syndicated column "family 
Doctor,'' says that the first step 
in reducing the risk of a heart 
attack is "stop smoking and 
stop being around those individ-
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uals who do smoke, as much as 
possible. 
The · University of California 
at San Francisco released a 
study which shows that non-
smokers who live with smokers 
have a 20 to 30 percent higher 
risk of dying from heart disease 
than other non smokers. 
Also interesting enough, 
"Passive smoking, (Breathing 
smoke of others), causes heart 
disease and believe it or not, the 
number of deaths due to heart 
disease is 10 times more than 
the number of deaths due to 
cancer." 
The logical question is why 
do smokers continue to puff 
their lives away? 
Scientists have found that 
nicotine is as addictive as hero-
ine, cocaine, amphetamines, 
and for some people, even 
more addictive than alcohol. 
But scientists have found that 
"heroin addicts say it is easier to 
give up dope tan to give up 
smoking." 
"The popular media has 
exaggerated withdrawal from 
tobacco," said Neal Benewitz, a 
clinical pharmacologist at the 
University of San Francisco. 
Like heroin, nicotine is an 
alkaloid found in plants which 
insects 
neutrotransmitters system that 
is involved in the conduction of 
nerve signals, memory and 
other critical functions. 
Given intravenously in equal 
amounts, nicotine was between 
five and 10 times more potent 
in producing a euphoric, (a feel-
ing of elation), effect than 
cocaine. 
One quarter of nicotine in 
each cigarette reaches the brain 
in seven seconds. 
The nicotine concentration in 
the blood peaks at about the 
same time the cigarette butt is 
extinguished. 
The · effect then falls rapidly 
as the nicotine is cleared by the 
· liver and excreted in the veins. 
And despite this fact, many 
smoker seek a new dose within 
half of an hour, but those pack-
a-da y smokers take 70,000 
drug "hits" a year without even 
knowing it. 
In 1975, newspapers printed 
a picture of "beagle ·puppies 
strapped in a smoking machine 
during experiments to deter-
mine the effect of smoking." 
And in came a flood of protest 
from all over the country, "how 
dare they treat those poor dogs 
like people!" · 
Occasionally something hap-
pens which proves that the pub-
lic is not totally unaware of the 
lethal nature of smoking. 
Billiard Bar OPEN 
~:8:2oz. Premium :~:rs I 
s::T:~;~~f£~~f!::~~N I 
Pool is 75¢ ALL · 
DAY & NIGHT 
Live DJ 
SIGMA NU 
Would Like to Thank Everyone 
Who Supported Us During Our 
Make-A-Wish Game Ball Run 
NO COVER! 
iii 
•SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA 
•ALPHA PHI 
•SIGMA CHI 
•ALPHA SIGMA TAU 
•ALPHA GAMMA DELTA 
•PHI SIGMA SIGMA 
•SIGMA Pl 
•ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA 
•LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
•DELTA SIGMA PHI 
• 
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING 1992 RHO CHIS . 
Julie Ann Bill 
Shawn Buckley 



























Sondra A. Svatos 
LOOKING FORWARD TO A 'GREAT VEAR 
- 'J I 














NOV. 21, 19911:;:, 
THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
The Dally Eastern News 
cannot be responsible for 
more than one day's incor-
rect insertion. Report errors 
immediately at 581-2812. 
A corrected ad will appear 
in the next edition. 
All classified advertising 
must meet the 2 p.m. 
deadline to appear in the 
next day's publication. Any 
ads processed after 2 p.m. 
will be published in the fol-
1 owing days newspaper. 
Ads cannot be canceled 
after the 2 p.m. deadline. 
Classified ads must be 
paid in advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
All Advertising submit-
ted to The Daily Eastern 
News is subject to approval 
and may be revised, raject-
ed, or canceled at any time. 
The Daily Eastern News 
assumes no liability if for 
any reason it becomes nec-













LOST &. FOUND 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE: Devel-
opmental Trainers needed to work 
with developmentally disabled 
adults. TRAINING, CERTIFICA-
TION and BENEFITS PROVIDED. 
Full and Part-time, start $4.60/hr. 
Apply in person at 738 1 Bth St. 
~---------1~6 
ON-CAMPUS JOB, OFF-CAMPUS 
SALARIES, EIU Office of Develop-
ment looks to hire energetic stu-
dents for Annual Telefund Drive. 
During spring semester-Saturday 
and Sunday hours. No phone 
calls, please apply in person with 
Anne Voegeli at Brainard House. 
_________ 11/22 
NANNY OPPORTUNITIES: San 
Francisco - 1 girt - $180/week; So 
Calif - newborn - $165/week; Con-
necticut - infant - $200/week; 
Chicago - 1 girl - $160/week; Vir-
ginia - 2 children - $225/week; 
Many positions available. One year 
commitment necessary. Call 1-800-
937-NANI. 
11/22 
,.,.I N"'""D'""""E'""P=E,..,...N=D=E,..,...N=T-S~A-L~E~S~ REP. 
WANTED. Sell custom screen 
printed T-shirts, sweats, party 
favors, etc. to student groups on 
your campus. Set own hours . No 
financial obligation. Advertising 
support provided. Call colect (314) 
726-3219 for more info and distrib-
utor application. Ask for Bob. 
===o-~~~----11/22 
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to 
students or student organizations 
promoting our Spring Break Pack- · 
ages. Good Pay & Fun. Call CMI 
1-800-423-5264. 
_________ 11/21 
Spring Break in Cancun! It will be 
here before you know it! Outgoing 
campus representatives wanted by 
the Nation's largest and most suc-
cessful Spring Break tour operator. 
Receive a free trip and cash for 
promoting our trips to your friends 
and classmates. Call 1-800-395-
4896 for more information. 
,..,.--,.----,-,,.--.,,,---~~11 /26 
Need to Hire Someone? Advertise 
it in the Daily Eastern News. 
_________ 11/21 
The 
oany Eastern News 





Phone: Students 0 Yes 0 No 
Dates to run 
-----------------
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of:-------------
Expiration code (office use only) _________ _ 
Person accepting ad _____ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days ______ Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: 
0 Cash 0 Check 0 Credit 
Check number 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY·NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous 
or in bad taste. 
... ~ 
Now Hiring All shifts available. Full 
and Part-time. McDonald's on Lin-
coln Ave. Apply in person. 
Female Subleasor needed for 
Spring. $140 mo/+utilities. Close 
to campus. 
2 bedroom, furnished apartment. 
Includes dishwasher, carpeting , 
central heat & air. Close to cam-
pus. As Low as $130/month per 
person. Carlyle Rentals. 348-7746. 
__________ 1~6 
1, 2, and 3 bedroom apartments. 
Fully furnished, convenient loca-
tion, available now and for Spring 
term. Call 345-6621. 
=-----,---,-.,-=--1V6 
Roommate needed for Spr. 92. 155 
/mth plus utilities. Call Dan 345-
5564. 
,-,-~-~-=------1~6 
Housing for 2, 3, 4. Close to EIU. 
Jim Wood, Century 21. 345-4489. 
=-~o-==--:----~1V6 
FOR RENT:· 2 bdrm. apt., $200 a 
month plus electric. Phone 345-
6201 after 4 p.m. 
_____ .ca11/12-15,18-22 
Male subleasor needed. Spring 
semester. Furnished, own room, 
great location. $190/month, nego-
tiable. 348-0910. 
__________ 1~6 
Female roommate(s) needed for 
Spring term. Park Place Apart-
ments. OWN ROOM. Call 348-
5518. 
:-;--,--,=-----~-11~2 
Male Roommate needed. Park 
Place Apts. $130/month and half 
utilities. Call 345-6783. 
=-________ 11122 
Female subleasor needed for Sum-
mer '92. Own room at Park Place. 
Call Kendra at 345-1459 evenings. 
________ 11/26 
Female Subleasor needed ASAP 
or Spring '92. Youngstown Apts.-
furnished, A/C, across from pool. 
Rent negotiable. Call Courtney 1-
874-2480. 
_________ 11/21 
Male subleasor needed for spring 
semester, own room, furnished. 1/2 
utilities, free king size waterbed. 
$187.50. 348-7631. 
_________ 11/22 
2 BEDROOM APT. Close to cam-
pus on 4th St. $195/mo. includes 





MENT AND SUBLEASOR AVAIL-
ABLE. 345-6533. 
-=------,------,--1V6 
One or two female subleasors 
needed for spring. Own Bedrooms, 
washer & dryer, 130/mo & 1/3 of 
the utilities. Call 348-5030. 
_________ 11/22 
SPRING SUBLEASOR NEEDED. 
Furnished house-own room-excel-
1 ent condition. Rent negotiable. 
348-7058. 
_________ 11/25 
2 Female Subleasors needed for 
Spring 1992. Youngstown-fur-
nished, A/C, across from pool. 1 
month's FREE RENT. 348-7881. 
,,....,,~~~------1~6 
2 FEMALE SUBLEASORS needed 
for Spring. House-close to cam-
pus. Own room-rent 
negotiable/call 345-3932. 
_________ 11122 
Spring Subleasor needed. Own 
bedroom for male. $200 a month, 
utilities included. Call after 3:00p.m. 
Ask for Nelson. 348-0485 
1V2 
=Fe-m---:al_e_s....,ub'"""'le_a_so_r -ne-ed-:-ed-,-to-share 
3BR ROYAL HTS. APT. with 2 
other females. Call after 2:30p.m. 
1-346-2544. 
~--------11/26 
Female roommate needed for 
Spring sem. $140/month plus 1/4 





25 Fierce stare 









14 NJ. river or city 
15 Blunderbuss, 
e.g. 
17 Rival of Foyt or 
Mears 
18 Tender 





23 Partner of might 
24 Olympic imp 
· ........... . 








39 Asian rulers 
40Ade book 




44 Kind of glass or 
silk 
45 Summer. in 
Cannes 
46 Carpal joint 
47 Type of wheat 
50 Diamond 
figures 





55 Ancient Briton"s 
vehicle 
DOWN 
1 Fall preceder 
2 Alleviates 
3 Ski lift 
4 Yale student 
5 Adorn 




8 Young salmon 





13A-- (on the 
right) : Fr. 
t4 Cougars 
16 Protozoan 
·-· 19 Pyrotechnic 
display 
22 Siona! light 
P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-10, 9 
6:00 Inside Edition 
6:30 N1 ht Court 
7:00 Cosby 
7:30 D1tterent World 
8:00 Cheers 
8:30 Wings 

























Dream of Jeanie 
Can Be Told 
Movie· Braddock 
Missing in Action 
Ill 
News 
Sanford and Son 
This Old House L.A. Law 
Yankee Workshop 
Talking Point with Movie: Death 
Jerry Landay Dreams 
Mystery! 
. ·;· .. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a Speaker tonight and 
tomorrow night at 7:00 p.m. in the Shelbyville Room in the Union 
tonight and in the Rathskellar Balcony in the Union tomorrow nighL 
Carla Mae Streeter, OP will be talking on Satanism and the Occult. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Sacrament of Reconciliation 
today from 3:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m. 
STUDENT ACCOUNTING SOCIETY will meet tonight at 7:00 p.m. ii 
Lumpkin Hall 029. Representatives of Geo. S. Olive from Decatur wl 
be the speaker. New members are still welcome to join. 
INTERVARSTIY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will have a Speech 
tonight at 7:00 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room by Lary Lee. It is 
entitled "Me and My Family". NEWCOMERS ALWAYS WELCOME. 
PHI ALPHA ETA will meet tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the Kans 
Room(3rd Floor, Union) to discuss Women's Expo. All members mui 
attend. 
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS will meet tonight at 6:30 p.m. in CH 220 
Elections will be held! Come join us! 
SIGMA RHO EPSILON will have a meeting today at 4:50 p.m. for Of1i. 
cers and 5:00 p.m. for Members/Pledges in BB 108. There will be an 
initiation of new members and a PIZZA PARTY. There will also be an 
election of new officers. All members are welcome to attend. 
ARMY ROTC will have Lab today from 1500-1600 hrs in the Union 
Ballroom. The Panther Battalion will be having their Awards Ceremo-
ny. See you all there. 
AHA will meet today at 4:20 p.m. for Dinner in the Triad Food Service 
followed by a meeting in Stevenson basement. 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS will have Powerlifting today. Weigh-i 
will be held from 11-12 and 3-4 p.m. All contestants must weigh· 
during one of these times. Play begins at 6 p.m. in SAC, downst · 
weight room. 
SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA will meet today at 4:00 p.m. in CH 228. 
AFSCME LOCAL 1271 will meet today at 1 :00 p.m. in the Green 
Room, Union. Nominations for officers will be opened. Special elec-
tion for Civil Service Campus wide Committee will be held. 
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL will meet today at 6:00 p.m. in CH 31 
We will continue our letter-writing campaign. New members alwa 
welcome. 
PHI GAMMA NU will meet today at 5:30 p.m. in Rm. 17 Lumpkin H 
Speaker tonight-Dress professionally. 
THE WESLEY FOUNDATION will have a Gospel of John Bible S 
tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the Wesley Foundation. Learn how to study 
Bible. We are using the Gospel of John as a base. Everyone is 
come. 
SCEC will meet today at 6:00 p.m. in Buzzard Auditorium. 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only 
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern N 
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Ex 
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus 
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday 
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be publi 
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or con 
















29 Toby's cousin 
31 Inclination 
32 Passe 





















46 Finish line 






Hunters 1n Sky Disney 
G.I. Diary 
Beyond 2000 Little House 
o/t Praire 
Coast ot Coast Combat 
10:30 Tonight M•A•s•H Love Connection SportsCenter Kojak Being Saved? Spencer: For WKRP Natural World Janet Dean 
11:00 Current Affair 




• ' .. f ii'•• f 4 '• • • • f' f. • • • 1' f • f • • • f I.- 0; •' '' • • • ,r 
Movie: Hire ArsenioHall 
Movie Gary Shandling 
~ .. f 
bedroom apartment available 
ng-summer. Rent is based on 
e. 345-7838. 
11/22 
•u:-::B"""L-:::-EA-;-:S:o-:0:;:-;R:o--;N'""E""'E;:-;D:;:-;E;:-;D,,- F 0 R 
RING, ROYAL HGHTS. GOOD 
OCATION . $165/MO. OWN 
M. PHONE 345-7302. 
..,~--,-----,--~1V6 
anted someone to sublease 
ge 1 bedroom apt. Excellent 
lion $350 a month. Call 348-
630 or 345-4600. 
~---:--;-----;----:-;--:11 /25 
e subleasor needed for Spring 
, very nice, 3 bedroom house, 
blocks from campus, $180/mo. 
2584. 
R SALE: Jeweleries, electrics, 
sehold goods, & more than 100 
s. All new. International House 
nge 1-5p.m. Nov. 16, 17, 23, 
---=-=---~-....,.....-11 /21 
y CD player $50, Advent digital 
nd processor $!50. Four auto 
e speakers w/equalizer, digital 
io cassette $200. More 345-
-"-==-=-:---:-c--:---:--:-:-1217 987 Chevette 4 speed AM/FM 
sette, new tires, looks great, 
s good 75,000 miles $2300.00 
0692. 
------,..,...-,-,.,.--....,.--..,.-1217 
1985 Dodge 600 All electric very 
plOd condition $4,500. 1976 AMC 
Hornet good 850.00 345-6415. 
•:,---;--:----:::--:---=-:=-~1217 
Formals for Sale. $75 to $100. 
Szes 3 and 5. Call Kelly after 6 :30 
pn 348-7732. 
•:--,----,,,---,---~1217 
For sale one Remington Electric 
adding machine CHEAP. 345-
6797. 
_,,~--;--:-.,---==-:~-:-1217 
Honda Magna 750cc Looks 
d runs excellent! Must sell 
1,1500BO. Call 581-5477. 
~----,----.,..,-~1217 
1980 Mazda Rx?. New paint, 
tch, tires. 104,000 miles. $2300 
OBO. 348-7825. 
----,...-----1217 
1978 Gibson G-3 bass guitar with 
hard case. Good condition $275 
call Brian 348-8703. 
1217 •"e~6-7.Y~A7M~A7H~A-:--;:-FZ::;---600 
red/white/blue, quick, low miles, 
new tires, runs great! Must sell, 
$2600 345-9129. 
----,---..,..--,-,...,,-,..,..,,--,-1217 
Formals for sale $25-$65 sizes 9-
11. Call Mary at 581-3215. 
-,--,-------~1217 
Nin1endo and R.B.I. baseball $50, 




Formals very nice. Lavender and 
royal blue. Worn once. Size 8/9. 
$25 OBO 348-5541 . 
--------~1217 
Speedo swim suit size 10. Ladies 
never worn tags are attached 
$30.00. Call 581-5758. 
--------~1217 
Zenith 25" console TV $150. 
Marantz speakers (165 watts) 
$125/pair. Realistic DX-440 All-
band communication receiver 
$150. More. 345-4426 after 1 O a.m. 
_________ 1217 
1982 Dodge 400 CONVERTIBLE. 
Good condition. $1800 O.B.O. Call 
Ken 345-9735. 
--------~1217 
1984 Honda Aero 125 Scooter. 
Excellent condition. $600.00 345-
2333 or 348-5808. 
_________ 1217 
Soloflex exercise machine. All 
attachments included. 1 year old. 
Used little. $1100. TV $60. 348-
0259. 
_________ 1V6 
1983 Mustang GLX 2dr hatchback 
V-6 3.8L Auto PS-PB cruise 
Am/Fm Tape A/C 75,000 Miles. 
Excellent condition $3250. 345-
3020 anytime. 
_________ 1217 
EX band member selling good 
stuff: Fender standard tele, Mar-
shall 8040 amp, Digitech PDS 
20/20, Pro-co RAT $700 for all. 
345-1377. 
--,--------,-_1V6 
1982 Kawasaki 650CSR Ork Blue, 
Low Miles, New Tires, Batt, Chain, 
Must sell First $650. 345-6161. 
--------~1V6 
Acoustic Guitars w/case, strap & 
self teaching materials. Call Matt 
581-5631. 
_________ 11/26 
BIG JEEP CJ-5 '76 ... V-8 Engine, 
Great Shape, Body Average 
Shape, $2000, 581-3003. 
_________ 1V6 
'81 Olds Cutlass, new engine, tires, 
brakes, $1850 OBO. 345-3738. 
_________ 1V6 
2 year old Queen size waterbed 
with mirrored headboard and 12 
underdrawers must sell!.orig 
$1100, asking $350. 345-2584. 
--------~1V6 
Couch 6 ft. $25.00, Bedside Cabi-
net $15.00, Round Trip Airline 
Tickets Indy In. to Sarasota, Fl. 
$250.00, OBO, Call Jeff 345-
3866. 
FOUND: One silver key on steps 
in McAfee. Claim in 10 McAfee or 
Call 3018. 
-:--------~11/21 
LOST: Set of two keys with blue 
EIU key chain Thursday night 
between Pemberton and Old 
Main. If found call 581-2359. 
_________ 11/21 
Calvin and Hobbes 
1 WBH \CJ ~OOL, P\.A'lE\) 
O\.lTS\DE, ~ND \)\D IV\'{ 
\.IOl'Jlt_~()<K l'tv\ D\.\fl.\JS\t.Ll 
I 
~'' /iJ-z_ .) 
IM WING A Plecb ON WN (J;4YJ.b 
FC¥<. 7H8 PAP&R. I UNa:/?STAN!? 
7HAT IN PRJ90N ra/V~ 8CCN 
Re~Y mVEWTWff?DM 
TA/)(/N6 70 THe Pl?t$ /llWT CUMt, 
- a/HI{){, FRAW-Y, I f:W'T GeT. 
LOST: Gold rope necklace with 
charmholder and three charms. 
Possibly lost at O'Brien Stadium 
Saturday. Great Sentimental 
value. Large Reward. Call 348-
7851. 
_________ 11/21 
FOUND: FEMALE CAT, WHITE 
W/ORANGE PATCHES, 2-3 YRS . 
OLD, FOUND BY STEVENSON 
11-18. CALL 345-9712. 
We Pay Cash for Broken gold jew-
elry, diamonds, class rings, gold or 
silver coins & collection modern & 
antique guns. The Pawn Shop 518 
6th On the Square. 348-1011 
--------~1217 
Singing Telegrams!! Birthdays, 
Christmas, Anniversaries, Special 
Occasions. Call 581-3110 8-12 and 
1-5 M-F for details. 
--------~1V6 
European Tan Spa. Call 345-
911+ 1. 
____ ca11/5,7,12,14,19,21 
HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE - SUN-
DAY, NOV.24 1:00P .M. TO 
5:00P.M. Save 10% or more on all 
party dresses in stock-some 50% -
Little girls-teens-misses. Large 
group of wedding gowns on sale 
NOW - Designer samples - with 
savings of 1 O to 75%. Norma's 
Bridal Train, 308 N. Central, in 
Paris, IL. (217)463-2120. 
_________ 11/21 
Party Band looking for House Par-
ties. Call Bob 345-7312. 
_________ 11/21 
New recycling center. Think global-
ly, act locally. 203 N. Tenth St. M-F 
9-4, s 8-12. 348-1953. 
_________ 11 /26 
For brotherhood at its best, give 
Sigma Nu a try. 581-6898. · 
_________ 11/22 
Don't miss SAMS ROCK-A-LIKE at 
Stu's on Thursday night from 9:00-
1 :00. Tickets available at the door, 
and the proceeds go to help fight 
MS. 
_________ 11/21 
PARTY-QUARTER BEERS, NO 
COVER ALL NITE , $1.00 
AMARETTO SOURS, SCREW-
DRIVERS, ETC. TRY TED'S 
INSTEAD. 
_________ 11/21 
MINDY OTT OF AST: Congratula-
tions on getting accepted to the 
Walt Disney World College Pro-
gram. Have fun at MGM Studios 
next semester. Your sisters are 
proud of you! 
_________ 11/21 
Buy a Carnation for that special 
someone from the Ladies of Alpha 
Sigma Alpha in Coleman on 2nd 
floor Thursday. 
_________ 11/21 
PARTY-MAKE TED'S YOUR 
PLACE TO PARTY ON THURS-
DA VS WITH QUARTER BEERS, 
NO COVE ALL NIGHT, TRY 
TED'S INSTEAD. 
_________ 11/21 
IT 5ttMS UKeAN IWFUl 13/G 
/JtAt 15 8/flN6 MAfJt ove1?. A 20 • 
Y&4R-OUJ MARNlJANA aAIM. 
U/45 7Hlfl?l3, EJY ANY OIANCe, 
50M&7HIN611/,.SC Ya! /Afil?bPlAIV· 
N/"'3 m R£1/EAt ABaJT Qlt4Yte 
HAO YaJ 88tfN Pt'/?/VTITTW 
70SPeAK? 
\ 
Melissa Schumacher, You're the 
best big sis ever! DZ love, Kara. 
_________ 11/21 
SIGMA NU "A" VOLLEYBALL: 
CONGRATS ON A SUCCESSFUL 
SEASON! WORK HARD! PLAY 
HARD! GREG AND TODD. 
---~-----11/21 
TOM, JANE, JOHN, DEBBIE, 
BILL, KAREN. SEE YOU AT 
TED'S TONIGHT. QUARTER 
BEERS-NO COVER. 
_________ 11/21 
AST AIRBAND: Good luck tonight! 
Go for it-uh huh! 
_________ 11/21 
European Tan Spa. Call 345-
911+1. 
____ ca11/5,7,12,14,19,21 
SHERI BECKER, Congratulations 
on getting lavaliered to Mitch Heller 
of Delta Tau Delta. Your Delta Zeta 
sisters are really happy for you. 
_________ 11/21 
TRI-SIGMA PLEDGES , CON-
GRATULATIONS ON ENTERING 
I-WEEK. GET PSYCHED FOR 
THE WEEKEND. LOVE THE 
ACTIVES. 
_________ 11/21 
PARTY-MAKE TED'S YOUR 
PLACE TO PARTY ON THURS-
DAYS WITH QUARTER BEERS, 
NO COVER ALL NIGHT, TRY 
TED'S INSTEAD. 
_________ 11/21 
LAUREN SHAFT, JULIE BELL, 
AND STEPHANIE TAYLOR, Con-
gratulations on being chosen as 
1992 Rho Chis! Love, your sisters. 
_________ 11/21 
Pike Volleyball : Good luck. Fire-
man Rule! 
_________ 11/21 
Kappa Delta Rho, informal rush 
tonight at 7 :00 p.m. at 719 Lin-
coln(across from 7-11). Call 348-
0783 for rides or info. 
_________ 11/21 
TERESA LOMONACO: You're the 
BEST BIG SIS and friend I could 
ask for! THANKS for everything! 
Friends by choice, sisters by 
chance. Dee Zee love and mine, 
ALESHA. 
_________ 11/21 
Nicki Voigt-Happy 19th Birthday. 
Love, Stephanie , Jenny, Jackie, 
Lisa, Dana, Heather, Julie. 
_________ 11/21 
TOOTS, THE MOMENTS WE'VE 
SHARED WILL ALWAYS BE SPE-
CIAL TO ME AND MY HEART. 
LOVE,A.C. 
_________ 11/21 
SAMS(Student Against Multiple 
Sclerosis) ROCK-A-LIKE at Stu's 
at 9:00 p.m. tonight. Come out and 
support the cause to fight MS. 
_________ 11/21 
CHARLENE BURRIS: Congratula-
tions on your internship! We are 
proud of you! Love, your AST Sis-
ters. 
_________ 11/21 
Daddy Onion and Mommy Laurie-
Thanks for being such great par-
ents. Get psyched for family appre-
ciation night next Monday. Sig Kap 
love & mine, Marci. 
_________ 11121 
by Bill Watterson 
.,-
Alpha Phi Rock-a-like members: 
Let's SHARE IT and blow those 





LIKE! DON'T 'MISS THE AIR-
BAND COMPETITION AT STU'S! 
cc----c-,---...,..------11/21 
Good luck to everyone who is 
participating in SAM's . The 
Ladies of Delta Zeta. 
_________ 11/21 
SHELBIE ASHMORE-You're a 
great big sis! DZ love and mine, 
Kristin. 
c-=-.,...,-~~~=-=-~~-11/21 
LISA MUENCH OF AST-Congratu-
lations! You are going to make an 
awesome active. We are so proud 
of you! Love, Wendy & Matt. 
11/21 
=-oA~R=R=v_,,L---,-A"""N"'"D_,R=v"""N_,,O,.,_:...,,T,,,..h-anks for 
the last 4 years, we wish you the 
best of luck. Your ZETA brothers-
Pete & Brad. 
-,---,-~-,-----..,-,--,,---11 /21 
Jennie Kominowski-Congratula-
tions on NPC-Laision, Greek Week 
Booklet Co-Chair and Sister of the 
Month! WOW! Phi Sig Love, Your 
Sisters. 
=-c,-,-,,,,,....,-=-~..,----,--11/21 
JEN WILHELM, You are the sweet-
est big sis anyone could ask for! 
DZ love always, Erin. 
---~...,.-~--~11/21 
European Tan Spa. Call 345-
911+1 . 
.,-__,...,.--c.a11/5,7, 12, 14,19,21 
Marty Vagena: Make your big 
brother proud. Keep up the honor 
of the SN' er. Just wait! Brad. 
_________ 11 /21 
Grandma Flowe and Godmom 
Varner-Thanks for taking care of 
me on Dad's night. You guys are 
awesome. Sig Kap love, Marci. 
_________ 11/21 
Congratulations Corie, Jenise, and 
DeeAnn on going active! We're 
proud of you! Phi Sig Love, The 
Actives. 
_________ 11/21 
HEY FIANCE-HAPPY GOLDEN 
BIRTHDAY! Jason-I hope you 
have a WONDERFUL birthday 
because you ARE a WONDERFUL 
person. I love you! Always yours, 
Dr. Bear P.S.lt's my turn to get 
trashed(Ha, Ha) . 
-,---~------,.,..--~11/21 
Jenise, Congrats on finally going 
active, this does not mean I will 
stop pickin' on you. A-G Bro, 
Brad. 
~~~=-=--,..,.,.~-,-,.=-=-c-=c11 /21 
MR. NEFF, WUD UP?! DON'T 
BE BUNK AND BUST A COU-
PLE TWO-THREE WITH US 
TONIGHT, LET'S PARTY! YOU 
ARE OUR FAVORITE V.B. LOVE 
THE TANKED COUSINS!! 
HURSg 
DAY 
NOV. 21, 1991 
B-52's Thursday at Stu's, B-52's 
Thursday at Stu's, B-52's Thursday 
at Stu's, Come Support SAMS! 
_________ 11/21 
COME LISTEN TO GREAT 
MUSIC TONIGHT AT TED'S 
WHILE ENJOYING Q.B.'S. NO 
COVER ALL NIGHT. 
_______ __ 11/21 
JULIE LOCKETT-YOU'RE THE 
BEST BIG SIS. THANKS FOR 
ALWAYS BEING THERE FOR 
ME. DZ LOVE AND MINE, KRISTI. 
_________ 11121 
DANA FRANZEN: THANKS FOR 
EVERYTHING, YOU'RE THE 
BEST BIG SIS! LOVE JEN 
JAMES. 
_________ 11/21 
Howard and Mike H., Here is to my 
gre~t little bros. I expect a pizza 
next week and get those principle. 
Your Sig Nu Bjg Bro, Brad. 
_________ 11/21 
JAY, HIMEBAUGH, & ZIEL-
BAUER-Fire up! We're Roaming to 
the LOVE SHACK at STU'S. Can't 
wait. Love, Maggie. 
_________ 11/21 
JAYME NELSON & KEELEY 
MlLLER. Thanks for all your help 
with airband! Love, your incredibly 
coordinated B-52's. 
_________ 11/21 
RAY, Thanks for the best year of 
my life. Here's to the future! I love 
you! Love, Kristin P.S. Your place 
ormii:ie? 
_________ 11/21 
LYNN STRUCK : SO GLAD 
YOU'RE MY BIG SIS! GOOD 
LUCK 2NIGHT! DZ LOVE, TAMA-
RA. 
--...,.--~--~,....,.11/21 
Anna: You will be a beautiful bride. 
Happiness will always be with you. 
Phi Sig love & all of mine, Kathy. 
_________ 11121 
ATTENTION SECRET SANTAS: 
TOKENS IS THE ONE AND ONLY 
SECRET SANTA HEADQUAR-
TERS. WE HAVE LOADS OF 
HOLIDAY CANDY, STOCKING 
STUFFERS, CARDS AND KNICK-
KNACKS, ALL FOR LESS THAN 
$5.00. 
--------~1V6 
LYNN "SH ELBIE, ARE YOU UP?" 
PIEROTTI AND ANDREA 
"PLEASE UNDERSTAND MY 
POINT OF VIEW' ACIN0-1 MISS 
MY FAVORITE GDl'S! LET'S GO 
OUT. BIZARRE LOVE TRIANGLE 
AND SOCO SHOTS! THIRSTY'S 
LOVE, SHELBIE. 
_________ 11/21 
JAY W. BUTLER- THUMBS UP 
SIGMA CHI SOCIAL CHAIRMAN! 
YOU GOT IT GOIN' ON, SWEET 
THING! WE ARE IN FOR SOME 
HARD CORE FUNCTIONS, HUH? 
SINCERELY. CONGRATULA-
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Pendleton edges Bonds for MVP 
ATLANTA (AP) - Terry 
Pendleton of the Atlanta Braves 
won the National League's Most 
Valuable Player Award on 
Wednesday, beating Barry Bonds 
of Pittsburgh in the closest elec-
tion since 1979. 
Pendleton, who signed with the 
Braves as a free agent and won 
his first NL batting title, got 274 
points from the Baseball Writers 
Association of America to 259 for 
Bonds, who won the MVP award 
in 1990. 
Pendleton received 12 first-
place votes, 10 seconds and two 
thirds in the balloting. Bonds got 
10 firsts, 10 seconds, one third 
and three fourths. 
The last time the NL balloting 
was this close was in 1979, when 
Willie Stargell of Pittsburgh and 
, Keith Hernandez of St. Louis 
each got 216 votes, the only tie in 
MVP voting. 
Pendleton's victory gave the 
raves three of the BBWAA's 
four NL awards. Bobby Cox won 
Manager of the Year and Tom 
Glavine won the Cy Young 
Award. 
"Before just recently, I never -
I mean never - thought about 
winning an MVP award," 
Pendleton said before the 
announcement. 
"It sure would be some kind of 
honor." The 31-year-old 
Pendleton hit .319 - 52 points 
above his career average - and 
NEW YORK (AP) _ Voting for 
the 1991 National League Most 
Valuable Player Award. 
Player Total points 
Pendelton: Atl 274 
Bonds, Pit 259 
Bonilla, Pit 191 
Clark, SF 118 
Johnson, NY 112 
Garit, Atl 110 
Butler, LA 103 
LSmith, StL 89 
Strawberry, LA 76 
McGriff, SD 23 
won the batting title by one point 
over Hal Morris of Cincinnati. 
Pendleton had a career-high 22 
home runs and 86 RBis. 
Bonds didn't raise his average 
above .200 until late May, but 
was the catalyst as the Pirates 
became the first NL East champi-
on to repeat since Philadelphia in 
1978. 
He finished with a .292 aver-
age, 25 homers and 116 RBis, 
numbers that rivaled his 1990 
statistics - a .301 average with 33 
homers and 114 RBis. Bonds also 
had 13 assists and is expected to 
again win a Gold Glove. 
Bonds' teammate, Bobby 
Bonilla, finished third in the vot-
ing with ·191 points. Will Clark of 
the San Francisco Giants was 
fourth with 118 and Howard 
Johnson of the New York Mets 
was fifth with 112. 
Pendleton became only the sec-
ond Atlanta player to win the 
MVP award. Dale Murphy won it 
twice, in 1982 and 1983. Bob 
Elliott won the MVP in 194 7 
when the Braves were in Boston 
and Hank Aaron won it in 1957, 
when the Braves were in 
Milwaukee. 
Pendleton was bothered by a 
left hamstring pull in 1990 and 
his average slumped to .230 with 
six homers and 58 RBis in 121 
games. 
After spending his first six-plus 
seasons with the Cardinals, he 
signed with Atlanta as a free 
agent last Dec. 12 for $10.2 mil-
lion over four years. 
With the Braves, he became a 
steadying influence and a club-
house leader. 
"He was the anchor of our 
team," Braves general manager 
John Schuerholz said. "Day after 
day he went out there, not always 
completely healthy, and he 
always played well and showed 
leadership on and off the field. He 
was everything I hoped for and 
more. Clearly, he is our MVP." 
Pendleton earned a $100,000 
bonus on top of his $1.5 million 
salary. Johnson got a $25,000 
bonus added to his $2 million 
salary for finishing fifth. 
Scott, former Cy Young winner, retires 
HOUSTON (AP) - Mike Scott, who led Houston 
to the NL West title in 1986, told the Astros on 
Wednesday that he will retire. 
did not. His retirement had been expected. 
Scott, the only Cy Young winner in Houston's 
history, was honored on Sept. 25, the fifth anniver-
sary of his no-hitter against the Giants that clinched 
the division title. 
Scott, 36, had surgery last winter on his right 
shoulder to repair a labrum tear. He made two 
starts, going 0-2 with a 12.86 ERA in seven innings, 
and then went on the disabled list with a sore shoul-
der. 
Scott was placed on the voluntary retired list. The 
Astros also purchased the contracts of pitcher Shane 
Reynolds from Jackson of the Texas League and 
Richie Simon and infielder Orlando from Tucson of 
the Pacific Coast League. 
Scott, who made $2,337 ,500 last season, was eli-
gible to file for free agency earlier this month but 
Green 
• From page 12A 
around toward the end of the sea-
son and the hitters just started to hit 
better," Green said. 
Although Green posted high all 
around stats, she was not pleased 
with the team's overall season. 
"It was a frustrating year. If we 
had one thing going right, then one 
thing would go wrong. I couldn't 
understand why we kept losing," 
Green said. 
As far as next season is con-
cerned, Green is looking forward to 
switching from the Gateway 
Conference to the Mid-Continent 
Conference. 
"We don't lose anybody and will 
have a lot of experience back in the 
line up," Green said. "It's a fresh 
start." 
Some other of Green's stats 
include leading the team in kills in 
17 matches and digs in 21 matches. 
She had 19 double-kill, double-dig 
matches and was second on the 
team with a .233 hitting percentage. 
This was her first year as a full-time 
starter. To add to her list, she was 
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eek signs with Lady Panthers 
e Eastern women basketball 
gram can pencil another in 
er name to its roster for the 
-93 season as coach Barbara 
e received a national letter of 
ent from Missy Beck 
esday to play basketball for 
Lady Panthers next fall. 
eek, who is a six-foot-three 
h center from East Central 
School in Indiana, said she 
Eastern because the coach-
really seemed interested in 
ing her a part of the Lady 
er team. 
I like the coaches and the 
fers. The campus is nice and 
the right size," Beck said. 
e coaches seemed to care 
t me as a basketball player. 
y weren't like "if you don't 
pt our offer we have someone 
who will."' 
eek chose Eastern over he 
'versity of Ohio at Miami, Ball 
te University and Northern 
tucky University. 
She was the best athlete avail-
able for us. The height is a factor 
that will work in our favor," Hilke 
said. "There are not a whole lot of 
players who can shoot, rebound 
and block shots." 
Hilke caught wind of Beck 
through former· Lady Panther, 
Lisa Tyler, who was a member of 
the National Tournament team in 
1987. Tyler is an assistant ladies 
basketball coach at East Central 
High School 
"Lisa called up and said, 'Hey 
we got a great kid over here.' We 
took a look at her on video tapes 
and then we invited her to our 
camp," Hilke said. 
"I knew my junior year was an 
important year. It had its ups and 
downs," Beck said. "It took some 
of the pressure off knowing that 
someone else out there knew I 
could play basketball." 
At the Eastern Illinois Post 
Camp in July, she earned an 
Outstanding Player award. 
"Out of forty players, she was 
the best," Hilke said. "There 
some girls who were 5-foot 8-
inches to· 6-foot. She stood out." 
Beck is looking to lead East 
Central High School to a success-
ful season. The Lady Trojans are 
now 2-0. Beck is averaging 17.5 
points per game, 15.5 rebounds 
per game and eight blocks per 
game. 
"I want to keep improving 
every game," Beck said. "I want 
to teach the younger players, not 
so much the moves, but the men-
tal part of the game, to teach the 
players to understand. It's easier 
to play when they understand." 
"She's a big asset. She's very 
intimidating on the inside," said 
East Central head coach Pam 
Shively. "She's very agile. She 
can get up and down the court 
just fine and she is pretty coordi-
nated for her size." . 
Heading into her senior year, 
she was a member of the third 
team All-State team. Hilke 
believes Beck should have been 
picked higher than third team. 
"She's incredibly underrated in 
Indiana," Hilke said. "She moves 
extremely well and she runs the 
floor easily. It was a good choice 
for us as well as a good choice for 
her." 
ird leads Celtics past Pacers 
and 17 from Micheal Williams. 
Hornets 109, Cavaliers 108 
BOSTON (AP) - Larry Bird 
d 26 points and grabbed 19 
unds imd the Boston Celtics 
ded their home-court domina-
of Indiana with a 116-101 vie- CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) -
over the Pacers Wednesday Kenny Gattison made three free 
t. throws in the final 23.5 seconds 
their first meeting since the and the Charlotte Hornets defeated 
tics beat the Pacers 3-2 in the the Cleveland Cavaliers 109-108 
round of the NBA playoffs last Wednesday night. 
'ng, the Celtics broke open a Gattison's first free throw put the 
game with a 22-12 surge in Hornets ahead 107-106. After a 
last eight minutes of the third timeout, the Cavaliers worked the 
'odfornn 88..71.lead . . \ t:-lwll" f)k~~ ~fl•fty, wHfl 
The Pacers narrowed the deficit rJ;.isred a short turnaioilnd jumper.' · 
100-94 with just under four min- Gattison was fouled with 9. 7 
remaining, but Bo_ston pulled seconds left and made both for a 
ay with a 16-7 run, hiking its 109-106 lead. Cleveland's Mark 
record against Indiana to 26- Price hit two free throws with 2.7 
since the NBA expanded in 1977. seconds to go. 
Reggie Lewis had 20 points, Dell Curry led the Hornets with 
Bagley 18, Kevin Gamble 13 29 points and Kendall Gill added 
rookie Rick Fox IO in helping 23. Craig Ehlo scored 21 for 
Boston offense make up for the Cleveland. 
s of injured Kevin McHale, 
· Shaw and Dee Brown. 
Indiana, in its sixth straight road 
76ers 114, Heat 107 
s, got 26 points from Reggie PHILADELPHIA (AP) -
er, 23 from Kenny Williams Charles Barkley scored nine of his 
29 points in the last six minutes as 
the Philadelphia 76ers held off 
Miami 114-107 Wednesday night, 
snapping the Heat's four-~ame 
winning streak. 
Hersey Hawkins added 27 points 
. for Philadelphia, which moved past 
Miami into first place in the 
Atlantic Division. 
Philadelphia led by as many as 
19 points in the second quarter ·and 
held a 91-78 advantage at the end 
of three periods. But Miami went 
on" It '1'5-3 run' at the start of the 
fourth quarter, cutting Philad-
elphia's lead to 94-93 on a rebound 
basket by Grant Long with 6:24 
remaining. 
The 76ers then went on a 12-5 
run, with Barkley scoring nine, to 
lead 106-98 with 2:39 remaining. 
A 3-point shot by Kevin 
Edwards brought the Heat to 
within 106-103 at the 1:31 
mark, but Barkley scored on a 
driving layup with 1: 13 to go. A 
3-point play by Ron Anderson 
with 38 seconds left gave 
Philadelphia a 111-103 edge. 
• From page 12A 
· g every time they go out onto the playing field. 
really feel for Utley and Stingley. I have played 
y types of sports all of my life and have been 
ate · enough not to have sustained any serious 
·ury, but when I look back, one hit and my playing 
s could have been over. 
I think Darryl Stingley sums it up best when he 
just recently said after seeing Utley laying on his 
back, "That doesn't mean that life is over. It means 
you have to make a few adjustments. My advice is 
to be strong. If he survives, the sky is the limit as to 
what he can do depending on his competitive nature 
and spirit. I'm still alive, but just not kicking." 
These players will have to sit in their homes and 
tch people playing the game that they used to 
y so well. It has to be hard for them. 
- Ken Ryan is the associate sports editor for The 
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(ACROSS FROM 7-11) 
COME 
JOIN 
Green named All-Gateway 
By KEITH FARROLL 
Staff writer 
Dark clouds covered the 12-21 
Lady Panthers throughout this 
season, but there was one bright 
spot on Eastern 's side of the 
court. 
Sophomore Susie Green had 
the sun shine on her as she was 
chosen Honorable Mention All-
Ga te way Conference on 
Wednesday. · 
"It's a nice honor and ·makes 
me happy," Green said. 
Eastern coach Betty Ralston 
said Green could have easily fit in 
on the first team All-Gateway 
Conference if the team would of 
had a better year. 
"If the team would of had a 
better year, then maybe she would 
of had better results," said 
Ralston. "It's really tough to rank 
a player up there if the team just 
did not have a good year. With 
her just a sophomore, it speaks 
well for the future of the team." 
Green, who is a redshirt sopho-
more, said she was pleased with 
her offense this season, but admit-
ted there is still room for 
improvement on defense. 
Offensively, she needed only four 
kills to break the school record 
for most kills in a season which is-
Susie Green 
held by student assistant coach 
Diane K.ruto. 
"I wouldn't mind breaking the 
record for most kills (in a season), 
but that's not my goal. My goal is 
to become a better all around 
player, the best that I can be," 
Green said. 
The Jacksonville native had 
431 kills and averaged 3.25 kills 
per game this season. 
Defensively, she was second in 
the conference with 499 digs 
averaging 3.99 digs per game. 
"I was happy with the way I hit 
toward the end of the year. I start-
ed to hit better and better. I was 
more consistent," Green_ said. "I 
still need work on my passing, 
defense and I need to cut down on 
my hitting errors. I'm sick of 
making errors. On defense, I 
always seem to be in the wrong 
place at the wrong time." 
"She's a le.ader on the court. 
She's got to help keep evt:ryone 
up. We didn't ask her to be a 
leader, she led by example," said 
Ralston. 
On the court her peers respect-
ed her ability as well. 
"I liked playing next to Susie. 
I'm real confident in her skills. 
She's an aggressive hitter and she 
always keeps the momentum on 
our side of the court," said junior 
outside hitter Lori Olson. 
"She was consistent throughout 
the entire season. We had her 
numbers in every match. We usu-
ally had two people to lead the 
team every match and she was 
always one of them. She quietly 
went out and built up the stats," 
Ralston said. "But her numbers 
for the Gateway season were 
higher than her numbers all sea-
son long." 
"We changed a few things 
•Continued on page JOA 
Panthers re·ady for UNI defense 
By R.J. GERBER 
Staff writer 
· Qne glance at the Gateway 
Conference defensive football 
statistics and it is no wonder 
why Northern Iowa is ranked 
fourth in the country in Division 
I-AA play and are shoo.ting for a 
league title this season. 
The purple Panthers, 9-1 . 
overall and 4-1 in league play. 
are leading three of the defen-
sive categories and are a close 
second in the fourth". Northern 
Iowa possesses the second-best 
total team defense in the nation, 
allowing just 239.3 yards per 
contest. 
When Eastern invades the 
UNI-Dome for a 1 :30 p .m. 
Saturday contest, its offense 
will try to put up more than 14 
points - the amount the purple 
Panthers have allowed, per 
game, to their first l 0 opponents 
this season. 
Eastern, 4-6 and 2-3, is lead-
ing the league in total offense at 
401.5 yards a game. Panther 
quarterback Jeff Thorne, the 
Gateway leader in passing effi-
ciency, who has connected for 
20 touchdowns this season, has 
a tough task at hand against the 
UNI secondary - it has picked 
off 13 passes, while allowing 
only nine TDs through the air. 
One player who won't be a 
part of that segment is Willie 
Beamon. who was dismissed 
from the team by UNI head 
coach Terry Allen earlier this 
season. But Eastern head coach 
Bob Spoo said in a case such as 
Bob Spoo 
that, it can spur a team on. 
"It has brought that team 
together," said Spoo, who is try-
ing to beat UNI for the first'time 
in his fifth season at the helm. 
"They're playing very well and 
that tends to bring your team 
together. He (Beamon) was one 
of the better players in the 
league." 
Beamon picked off two 
Eastern passes at the UNI-Dome 
in 1989. The first came wi"th 
4:52 remaining in the game. He 
ran it 81 yards for the game-
winning TD and then grabbed 
another with less than two min-
utes to go. 
The Northern Iowa defense 
has replaced Beamon with some 
playe rs who are amon g the 
league leaders in interceptions .. 
Simon Ne lson a nd Dua ne 
Peterson are tied for fourth with 
three INTs apiece , while 
William Freeney and freshman 
Jason ~cClearey are tied at No. 
7 with two, respectively. 
While the UNI defensive 
squad performs well against the 
pass, its rushing defense is one 
of the bigger reasons for its 
almost assured .trip tti the 
NCAA playoffs this season. The 
purple Panthers are surrendering 
a miniscule 103.6 yards per 
game on the ground. 
But this Saturday it will face 
the Gateway's all-time rushing 
leader in Eastern 's Jamie Jones, 
who is averaging 124.3 yards a 
game this season - second to 
Indiana State's Derrick 
Franklin. Jones, a senior tail-
back from Kevil, Ky., has 
moved into second on the all-
time Panther list and set the sin-
gle-season all-purpose yardage 
record this year as well. 
Spoo said although Northern 
Iowa has had to reload on the 
defensive side of the ball, it has 
progressed throughout the sea-
son. 
"They have had to do some 
rebuilding, but they've become 
more and more confident, and 
they ·believe in themselves," 
said Spoo. "There doesn't seem 
to be a flaw. They're relatively 
young, and they're playing well. 
"They just get after you and 
they play hard. They·'re good 
tacklers, and they're very 
assignment competent. They do 
a good job, there's no question 
about that." 
In your face 
Eastern forward Bany Johnson attempts a jump shot 01•er a mem 
the Lithuanian National Team on Sunday. Johnson and the Pant 
open their regular season Saturday against Elmhurst College. 
Injuries are fun until 
someone really gets hurt 
Violence! There's nothing like going to a 
hockey game and watching all of the fights 
break out. There's nothing like going to a base-
ball game and watching the batter charge the 
mound after a pitcher throws at his head and 
there's nothing like watching two boxers beat-
ing the hell out each other in the ring. 
Americans have always, whether they admit 
to it out not, enjoyed all of the violence in 
sports. I know many people that will go to a 
hockey game hoping to see a fight. Many fans Ken 
and a lot of professional athletes believe that Ryan 
violence is just a part of the game and it comes -----• 
with the territory. 
Every fan likes to h~ar the sound of two helmets _Bashing to 
after a fierce hit. "Oooh, did you see that hit, lets see a repla 
that," an average viewer will say. 
But what happens when the player that gets hit, doesn't g 
That was the case this past weekend when Mike Utley was hit 
Los Angeles Rams defender. Utley, the six-foot-six-inch, 290 
Detroit Lion player, layed motionless for a long time, befo 
paramedics came with the stretcher to take him away. 
That one hit that was replayed at least ten more times duri 
remainder of the broadcast and thirty more times on all of the 
cast, was enough to end the career of a 25-year-old football pla 
Utley will never play another down in the NFL, as he is 
paraplegic, paralyzed from the waist down. 
This incidence is similar to one that happened about 13 years 
Darryl Stingley of the New England Patriots took a hit that h 
him in a wh eelchair for the rest of his life . Stingley 
quadraplegic, paralyzed from the neck down. 
People, including myself, do not realize the risk these athle 





hristmas spirit expressed with a personal touch 
Story by Antonia Rice 
Art by Rich Bird· 
'Twas the night before Christmas when 
II through the house not a creature was 
tirring, not even a mouse. The children 
ere nestled all snug in their beds, while 
isions of sugarplums dance through their 
eads. 
A Visit from St. Nick 
Prof. Clement C. Moore 
As · jhe feeli·ng of anticipation for 
Christmas draws ever so close, the streets 
and stores have become overcrowded with 
people jostling about buying last minute gifts. 
Yet, is this what Christmas is all about? 
Are the media and advertising strategists to 
blame for over-commercializing the true 
meaning of Christmas? Has the words good-
will toward man, peace, love, happiness and 
togetherness been tossed aside for the sake 
of receiving over-priced gifts from parents? 
Children of all ages can breath a sigh of 
relief for the charm of Christmas still 
remains. The charm that surrounds the rose 
colored cheeks of Santa Claus, who mysteri-
ously delivers gifts to children during a brief 
visit on one special night of the year. 
Christmas is a Christian holiday that cele-
brates the birth of Jesus Christ. The story of 
Christmas comes chiefly from the Gospels of 
St. Luke and St. Matthew in the Bible. 
According to the Gospel of St. Luke, an 
angel appeared to shepherds outside the 
town of Bethlehem and told them of Jesus' 
birth. 
During .the 1800's two Christmas customs.· 
became popular - decorating Christ-mas 
trees and sending Christmas cards to family 
and friends. In the United States, Santa 
Claus replaced· St. Nicholas as the symbol of 
gift giving. 
The continuation of such rituals is proof 
positive that good-will has not been forgot-
ten. 
"To me Christmas is the day for family to 
get together and celebrate," said Chris Gore, 
a junior sociology major. 
The idea of Christmas is the same among 
many students. That is, the fact that gift giv-
ing and receiving isn't as important a part of 
Christmas as long as relatives were together 
to share and spread joy. 
"Of course it's the day of Christ's birth, 
but for me the meaning of Christmas is 
being home with my family," said Gore. 
A student who wished to remain anony-
mous remembers one special Christmas 
when he suggested to his parents to pick up 
a favorite uncle from a nursing home in 
order to share Christmas dinner. In that way 
the uncle would know that the family still 
loved and cared about him. 
"When I think of Christmas, I think of 
family unity,'' said Derrick Jones, a junior 
accounting major. 
"Togetherness is an important part of cel-
ebrating Christmas," said Jones. 
During the Christmas season more smiles 
can be seen, and joyous words heard while it 
seems as if the world has become illuminated 
by millions of tiny bright lights. 
"I really enjoy watching the festivities take 
place during Christmas in the United States," 
said Mari Ogawa, a junior journalism major 
and a foreign exchange student from Japan. 
"Christmas is basically the same in Japan 
when it comes to decorating Christmas trees 
and gift giving, but the difference is that in 
Japan, Christmas is not a family celebra-
tion," said Ogawa. 
"Christmas is a time for young lovers to 
spend time together and for children to have 
parties," she said. 
Ogawa added that she particularly liked 
the overall atmosphere that Christmas brings 
because of the colorful lighting sceneries and 
the birthday like environment. 
With such a feeling of hope and happi-
ness during a joyous time of the year one 
can remember the last line to a very special 
story: I heard him exclaim as he drove out 
of sight, happy Christmas to all and to all 
a good night. 
Several employees of Wal-Mart Discount Store stock shelves, prepare Christmas trees and pack stuffed animals to prepare for the holiday rush and decorate the 
facility in the Spirit of Christmas. Wal-Mart is looking to sell their Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and Barbie dolls quickly and they have also stocked up on artifi· 
cial items such as Christmas trees and lights. 
Charleston stores prepare for Christmas rush 
BY PATTY CULHANE 
Staff writer 
big Christmas rush due to Eastern students only 
being here for a two weeks in between 
Thanksgiving and Christmas. 
The Christmas season is coming upon us and 
Charleston stores are preparing for the rush. Even 
though the country is in a recession, local business-
es are still expecting improved sales. 
Other, though, see the Christmas rush different-
ly. According to Coach Eddy's clerk Michelle Kleiss, 
she is expecting the rush to begin right after 
Thanksgiving break, while manager of the Union 
Bookstore Myrah Marks believes their rush has 
already begun. 
Wal-Mart Discount Store Manager, Duane Maaks 
said they are expecting their licensed toys such as 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and Barbie dolls to go 
quickly. They also stocked up on Christmas items 
such as artificial trees and lights. 
"Parents weekend _r-eally p.!-Jt the ru~Q. into:Jull 
swi~g," said !"'forks. , ., ., ., .. _ ., . , ~ , 
The recession has affected the local stores very 
differently. "The recession has affected business, it 
hasn 't hurt it," said Barrett. "The recession has hurt 
peoples attitudes more than anything else." 
The Martin Luther King University Book Store as 
well as Coach Eddy's Sport Shoppe are expecting a 
rush on sweatshirts, Eastern paraphanalia as well as 
the sweatshirts with sewn on letters. Wal-Mart on the other hand has excelled during 
the recessions of the past and Maaks doesn't see a Ira Barrett, owner of Tokens, is not expecting a 
Residence halls provide celebration 
By THOMAS McALLISTER 
Staff Writer 
Although students living in residence halls 
will enjoy a short holiday season before 
Christmas break, they can participate in a 
variety of festive programs. 
Thomas Hall, which has a history of having 
special holiday programs for area youngsters, 
will hosi about 20 youth sfrom the Big 
Brothers and Big Sisters program in a 
Christmas party on Dec. 9. 
The program will consist of dinner with res-
idents of Thomas Hall, snacks and games in 
the main lobby and a special visit from Santa 
Claus himself. 
The party will be held in part to its success 
in previous years. Millie Conrad, secretary of 
the Big Brothers and Big Sisters program, 
said that the youth are looking forward to the 
party. 
"They have always been really happy with 
the program," she said. Conrad added that 
last year's Thomas Hall party with the organi-
zation, "ranked right up there with the best 
parties we had all year." 
Ford Hall will be having a similar party 
when they host less fortunate youth from the 
Charleston area at their Christmas party. 
Residents of Ford and the youth will partici-
pate in decorating the hall and playing holiday 
games. 
The residents will be donating money to 
buy Christmas gifts for the youth 
On, Dec. 2, Pemberton Hall will have a 
holiday vigil program. The program is an 
opportunity for students to share poetry, 
scripture readings or music. A tree trimming 
party will follow the vigil. 
Pemberton Hall also will host a mock wed-
ding on Dec. 4. The wedding will have a holi-
day theme and will feature residents from 
Pemberton Hall, East Hall and the 
International House. The program is sched-
uled to begin at 7:30 p.m. 
Stevenson Hall will be having a Christmas 
party with Epsilon Sigma Alpha service frater-
nity, Andrews Hall will be having a party to 
play Christmas Win, Lose or Draw, and Taylor 
Hall will be having a formal dance. 
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different with this year's rush. 
"Wal-Mart is a discount store and during ·c 
sion people are looking for the lowest I-· .1.2s, 
Maaks said, ~xplaining the stores success. 
The Union Bookstore has not been disturbed 
the recent recession at all, according to Marks, s 
believes the key to. be the fact that the booksto 
has expanded into many different sections . 
Eastern students make up the majority percen 
ag~ of . p1,1s!11~s$. . for local store~. Barrett said th 
, ~tu,dents J11pl}~ up 90 :percent of his total business. 
"Kids can by stuff anywhere , you have to do 
better than anyone else" explains Barrett in spea 
ing of his company success. 
Even though they are not stocking one particul 
item for Christmas. Barrett explained "Tokens is 
variety store so they have something for everyone." 
nternational students celebrate Christmas in the United States. 
hristmas celebration, a 
ifferent reality for students 
Staff writer 
With the variety cultures that 
exist at Eastern, some interna-
tional students are coming to 
grips with America and its 
tremendous variety. 
And Christmas celebration is 
no different. 
By it being about one month 
from Christmas, these three 
international students recalled 
how they celebrated Christmas 
in their countries and how they 
will celebrate the holiday this 
year. 
"Since we don't have many 
christians in Japan, we don't 
cerebrate Christmas like 
Americans in a formal way, but 
we celebrate like a big party," 
said junior Toshinori Tatezawa, a 
marketing major who has been 
away from Japan for two and a 
half years. 
He said that Japanese original 
religion is Shintoism and the 
major religion is Budd ism. 
"Many people enjoy 
Christmas especially young p~o­
ple, yet it is not a special event 
for family," he said. "But Streets 
and shopping centers are pretty 
with Christmas decoration and 
lights. 
Despite the different style of 
celebrating Christmas, Tatezawa 
intends to visit his host family in 
Chicago during the Christmas 
season. 
Before he came to Eastern, 
he visited a family in Iowa for 
Christmas which became the 
first Christmas experience for 
him. 
"I like American Christmas 
very much," he said. Still he said 
that he thinks about how he 
enjoyed his Christmas in Japan. 
Andrea Campana, a graduate 
student majoring English, has 
been an Eastern student for one 
and a half years, from her home 
country Chile. 
For Campana, the biggest dif-
ference is seeing snow, especial-
ly during Christmas time. 
"Christmas in Chile is during 
the summer," she said. 
People in Chile celebrate 
Christmas just like people in the 
United States, since her coun-
try's major religion is Catholic. 
On the day of Christmas, they 
have a huge dinner around ten 
o'clock and they wait until mid-
night and than they hug each 
other and exchange presents, 
she said. 
"It is a big family gathering 
event and another difference, if 
compared to the Christmas cele-
bration in the U.S., is that the 
24th is the biggest day, instead 
of the 25th bec<luse of the excit-
ing wait until midnight to 
exchange gifts and hugs. 
This year, Campana is plan-
ning to have a Christmas party 
with her friends, and she said 
that she is looking forward to it. 
Yet she said that she misses her 
home as Christmas time moves 
closer. "(Christmas) is something 
special," she said. 
In Bombay, explains Nanditha 
Balasubramanian, a graduate 
student majoring in political sci-
ence who has been away from 
her home country India for ten 
months, the atmosphere. of 
Christmas is basically the same, 
even though her country's origi-
nal religion is Hinduism. 
In the city, there is at least 
orie person dressed in a Santa 
Clause costume and many 
streets are well decorated with · 
Christmas lights, she said. 
"On 24th, we have a midnight 
mass at many churches, and we 
meet people for greetings ," 
Balasubramanian said. 
Balasubramanian is going to 
spend Christmas with her host 
family in Charleston. She said 
that it is the first Christmas 
experience for her, and she is 
looking forward to it. However, 
when it is a special holiday, she 
said that she often thinks about 
home. 
Photo By Dan Koonce 
International Students enjoy the monthly international tea Tuesday at the International 
House located on 9th St. 
Students tell of past holidays at hpme 
By JAMES GENTRY 
Staff writer 
'Christmas just ain't Christmas without the 
one you love.' This statement will hold true to 
some of Eastern's international students. This 
year will be the first time some of Eastern' s 
international students will spend away from 
their families and friends as well from their tra-
ditions and customs. 
Beena Simon, a native of Germany, who 
has been in the U .S.A for three months and 
has yet to · experience an ' American 
Christmas.' 
"On Christmas Eve in Germany, the imme-
diate family celebrate christmas together with 
a nice family dinner," Simon said. "And on 
Christmas Day, the family attends church and 
then the family returns home to present gifts 
to each family member, once they have fin-
ished unwrapping the gifts, the entire family 
sits down to enjoy a Christmas Dinner." 
In Denmark, where Nina Hesseldale is a 
native, they celebrate Christmas on 
December 24. 
'Tm very excited to celebrate Christmas in 
America," she said. "In Denmark, December 
24 is the only day that Christmas is celebrated 
and there is a tradition of dancing around the 
Christmas tree." 
"In our household we take milk and rice 
and mix them together to form a rice ball as a 
Christmas dessert, but inside one of the balls is 
an omen and whoever receives this ball 
receives the biggest gift from the family. 
In East Asia, the town of China where 
Jianhua Huang is a native, they do not cele-
brate C.hristmas at all. He has been attending 
Eastern for two semester and has living in the 
U.S. for a year. 
"In China Christmas is not celebrated at all. 
It's just another work day," he said. "But 
some of the younger generation in China are 
reading books in an effort to understand what 
exactly Christmas is and why the Americans 
celebrate this holiday." 
"Since I have been able to celebrate 
Christmas for the first time, I am happy to 
say that I truly enjoyed celebrating such a f es-
tive occasion," he said. "Even though I am 
really still learning about this occasion it's a 
custom that I can easily get use to ." 
" I really do hope that one day our country can 
come to understand this American event and 
one day adopt this event into our culture, " 
Huang said. 
'Cape Fear' gives boost to Christmas holiday season 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The thriller "Cape Fear" 
delivered a much-needed jump start to the holiday 
movie season, capturing $10.3 million in its debut 
for first place at the box office. . 
"Beauty and the Beast" premiered in one theater 
each in New York and Los Angeles to a huge per-
screen average of $81,073, the Walt Disney Co. said 
Monday. The animated feature, already dubbed an 
"instant classic," opens nationwide Friday. 
Coupled together, the two films may help resusci-
tate slumping movie attendance, down about 10 per-
cent from last year. 
Starring Robert DeNiro as a terrifying ex-con 
stalking his less-than-perfect defense lawyer, "Cape 




Try Our New 
Gourmet Cakes 
& Pies 
Nick Nolte and Jessica Lange. The film is a remake 
of a 1962 release pairing Robert Mitchum and 
Gregory Peck, both of whom have cameos in the 
new version. 
In second place, according to weekend figures 
compiled by Entertainment Data Inc., was "Curly 
Sue." The con-artist comedy made $4.2 million. "All 
I Want for Christmas," a syrupy tale of estranged 
parents and their strangely precocious children, took 
third place with returns of $3.3 million. 
In fourth was "The People Under the Stairs," 
which made $3 million, and in fifth was Jodie 
Foster's "Little Man Tate," which collected $2.2 mil-
lion. "Billy Bathgate," the expensive gangster film 
starring Dustin Hoffman, slumped to sixth on sales of 
··ycBY'' 
The Country°s Best Yogurt® 
'SELL SHORT 
SAVE LONG' 
It's the 1 for $1 deaU 
The Daily Eastern News 
will run your 
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•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00 
WINTER 
WARMER 
EXPIRES January 31, 1992 
$1.9 million, down 50 percent from a week ago. 
Danny DeVito ' s "Other People 's Money " 
remained in seventh, earning $1.8 million. 
"Highlander 2 : The Quickening" claimed eighth 
place with ticket sales of $1.58 million. "Strictly 
Business" flopped down to ninth on a gate of $1.57 
million and "House Party 2" was 10th on revenues 
of $1.3 million. 
Among the releases next weekend are "The 
Addams Family," "An American Tail: Fievel Goes 
West" "My Girl" and "For the Boys." Here are the 
top movie ticket sales Friday through Sunday accord-
ing to Entertainment Data, with distributor, weekend 
gross , number of theater screens, average per 
screen, total gross and number of weeks in release. 
Be Ready For the Holidays! 
HAIRBENDERS HOLIDAY 
PERM SALE! 
Perms $40 and up 
$1 O off Full Perms 
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What do you want for Christmas? 
Eastern students sit on the lap of Santa to ask for 
Frank Gillette, Junior 
Business Managemnt major 
I I want the black people 
· on campus to be more 
unified as a community. 
NEED EXTRA MONEY? 
National Marketing 
Company Needs People With 
Good Phone Voices. 
Earn $5 per hour 
Guaranteed PLUS Bonuses 







Cataina Simms, Fr. 
Michelle Richards, Fr. 
Elementary and Special 
Education majors 
We want to be with our 
family. 
_Thinking of that SPBCIAL Christmas 
· gift for ~meone? 
Buy a $35 Gift Certificate for I 0 sessions and 
you recieve 2 FREE sessions 
University Village 348-5812 
Cathy Enz, Sophomore 
Occupant Therapymajor 
I want the teachers to 
get what they deserve 
and elimination of the 
BOG. 
John Raffaell, Junior 
Zoology major 
I want a car, a red 
convertible BMW. 
BELL'S FLOWER CORNE 
r----------------------20o/o Ch . t G·t 200A OFc • ns mas 1 ts OF 
r:- • Arrangements 
• Balloon Bouquets 




any in-store purchase with coupon 
BELL'S FLOWER CORNER 
L---~------------------1335 Monroe 345-391 
~---- ... ~~-·---·-·-
al gifts that will make their Christmas complete 
Robinson, Jl!_nior 
ology major Joe Dadez, Freshman Music Education 
Joel Cowen, Freshman 
Enviornmental Biology 
nt all A's ·and a 
.I want a trumpet. I want a Ninja motor-
cycle. 
"fer Leuser, Sr. 
n Best, Sr. 
'tality majors 
nt a trip to South 
Amy Tepper, Soph. 
Speech pathology 
I want all racial 
tension to end. 
Ken Woods, Senior 
Physical Education 
I want a cure for 
AIDS. 
CHECK WITH IGA FOR 0 " !. ,:.::·:. 
~~"J);?ALL YOUR HOLIDAY NEEDS·~.:,,,<::·:· " 
• FRUIT BASKETS 
•PARTY TR-AYS 
• TURKEYS/HAMS 
OPEN 24 HOURS , 
612 W. Lincoln 
• FRESH BAKERY GOODS 
·FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS 
• GIFT CERTIFICATES 
Two Phone Lines To 
Conveniently Serve You 
345-5424 345-7535 
Searching for the 'ri.ght' gift ••• 
By TERESA JOHNSON 
Staff writer 
It's that time of the year 
when people travel from 
store to store trying to find 
that special gift. 
If you are like most, trying 
to find the perfect gift for a 
brother, sister, father, moth-
er, or significant other tends 
to be frustrating. Crowded 
malls and department stores 
can make that decision even 
harder. 
Tonya Jensen, manager of 
Sycamore in Charleston, 
says a sweater with matching 
pants and leather jackets are 
popular. 
"You can't go wrong with 
a real nice sweater," said 
Shannon Trueblood, manag-
er of Maurices in Charleston. 
Department manager of 
men's wear at Wal-Mart in 
Charleston, Connie Huddles-
ton, said sweaters, perfume, 
and a nice sweatsuit are win-
ning women's gifts. 
Carman Harvey, freshman 
zoology major said if she 
were given a gift certificate 
to the mall or money, she 
would be happy. 
"I like little things made 
just for me," said Paula 
Miller, junior elementary edu-
cation major. "Things that 
are crafty. " 
Other suggested women's 
gifts for Christmas are jewel-
ry, tanning gift certi,ficates, 
free haircut certificates, and 
clothing in general. 
For men's gifts, Carolyn 
Hardin, owner of Jack & 
Bill's men's clothing store in 
Mattoon, said more expen-
sive sweaters and leather 
jackets are the most popular. 
Stephanie Tribby, fresh-
man zoology/pre-med major 
said she usually gets her dad 
ar}ything with dad on it like 
an Eastern "Dad" sweatshirt . 
Tribby said neckties are out 
and a subscription to fishing 
magazines are a good idea. 
Sports Illustrated and golf 
goods would be nice said 
Steve Glaz, junior accounting 
major. 
Sweaters, shirts, gloves, 
and robes are fine Christmas 
gifts for men said Huddles-
ton . 
Marci Dobra, sophomore 
elementary education major, 
has previously given her 
brothers sweatshirts and 
boxer shorts. 
Other suggested men's 
gifts for the holiday season 
are undershirts, cologne, 
plaid shirts, dress socks, fam-
ily pictures, gag gifts, jewelry 
and money. 
This may have helped you 
in your holiday gift giving 
decision, if not the dilemma 
continues. 
. . . suggestions for men and women 
Men Women 
•Girbaud Jeans •Girbaud Jeans 
•Nike Gymshoes •Red Perfume 
•Genesis computer system •Money 
•Sport Illustrated/Playboy •Gold rings 
•herringbone chains • Figuro-link necklace 
•leather coat •Gucci Handbag 
•Guess jeans •gold earrings 
•leather coat 
•Fila Gymshoes •suede skirt 
•Drakkar Cologne •answering machine 
•VCR •watch 
•color tv •VCR 
•stereo •color tv 
•compact discs •ste.reo 
•silk boxer shorts •compact discs 
•portraits •gift certificates 
-compiled by SHARI WASHINGTON 
Adoption gives love at Christmas time 
By EVETTE PEARSON 
Guide editor 
The Christmas holiday 
conveys the thought of giving 
to someone less fortunate 
than you, such as adopting a 
child. 
November is Adoption 
Awareness Month in Illinois 
as proclaimed by Governor 
Jim Edgar, said Marilyn 
Panichi, director of the Adop-
tion Information Center of 
Illinois. 
"The message we want to · 
get across (with Adoption 
Awareness Month) is to con-
sider children who don't have 
a permanent family and we 
also want to show apprecia-
tion for those people who 
have adopted children during 
this time," she added. 
In Illinois there are 
between 300 and 400 chil-
dren waiting for adoption and 
approximately and 100 fami-
lies waiting to adopt, but· the 
family and children aren't cor-
rect mates, Panichi said. 
"Approximately 67 per-
cent (of the adoptees) are 
African American children 
and the majority of the fami-
lies are Caucasians, " she said. 
"The waiting children include 
Black children of all ages; 
White and Hispanic children 
over the age of 11; and chil-
dren with severe emotional, 
medical and physical disabili-
ties." 
The main mission of the 
information center is to 
recruit families through pho-
.. • • - t ... "' · - . .... , .... • 
tos of wajting children and 
families via several feature 
articles weekly or monthly in 
newspapers across the coun-
try, Panichi said. , 
The center has various out-
lets to help place a child in a 
home for the holidays and 
throughout the year by adop-
tion parties, foster family 
Christmas planning, commu-
nity meetings and a program 
entitled "one church, on 
child" where adoption work-
ers go into community 
churches and urge members 
to adopt a child. 
"If every member in a con-
gregation adopts a child, 
there wouldn't be any need 




1901 CHARLESTON AVE. 
MATTOON, IL• 23"5-4324 
Fine Mexican-American 
-German Cuisine 
•Appetizers • Combo Dishes • 
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CELEBRATE THE SEASON 
Endearing gifts from The ENESCO PRECIOUS 
MOMENTS® Collection celebrate the Christmas 
season in a special way. Artist Sam autcher 
expresses the wonder and loving spirit of 
the Yuletide through the exquisite porcelain 
bisqu~ Nativity. 
Visit our store today to share the 
joy of Christmas with a beau-
tiful PRECIOUS MOMENTS 
Nativity set or one of 
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pinion: Is the Christmas spirit, 
liday all it's cracked up to be? 
LLIOTT PEPPERS 
h, the jollies and joys of Christmas. 
ce on earth and love of mankind. 
them would be an understatement. 
Don't get me wrong. I'm no scrooge. 
I'm just a realist. Sure I desire peace on 
earth love of common man, sharing, and 
caring. But are we to create this facade 
UNIQUE CRAFTING 
Dried FIO'vl'ers, Baskets.Wreaths, Wood Products , 0 Wire Products, Cross Stiche, o· · .. Have Christmas Craft Items, .if }. . .:.Y' 
Open Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.; ...-;,,~ . t\ ~ 
Sat. 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
Across from Will Rogers 
718 112 Monroe Ave., Charleston, IL 
time of love, giving, sharing caring as 
old Saint Nick makes all the good 
ren in the world happy by giving them 
with delivery free of charge. 
that everything becomes well on earth by J28:gz::~~~~~8z::~00~~:5<5<~1<".A~AAi("lxi("lx<">-1">-1"5i-1"5i.-'2-'2-2-.'i2'-.l<"-Al<"A~ 
hat a bunch of crap! The latter part 
e aforementioned statement personi-
the trite misconceptions of Christmas 
are intermingled with the truth and 
to overshadow the true meaning of 
"stmas, which is to celebrate the birth 
esus Christ. Why, I'm not trying to 
se my religious preferences on any-
' I'm just telling the truth like it "t-i-s 
further personifying the already trite. mis-
conceptions of Christmas with fictitious 
crap like Santa Clause? Are we, as broth-
ers and sisters of the human race, only 
once-a-year lovers,shareres and desireres 
of peace on earth? I don't think so. 
Every student I've talked to, who was 
brought up believing in Santa Clause, said 
they were extremely upset and disappoint-
ed when they found out Saint Nick wasn't 
real. Children are born into the world 
ignorant. Everything they learn comes 
from what they see and hear from those 
hy in the world do people think it's around them. If kids can't believe what 
ed Christmas and not 'Clausemas,' their parents say as the truth, a situation 
r jolly old Saint Nick? such as this may sometimes create skepti-
'm so tired of the commercialism, the cism within the household between parent 
olphism and the Saint Nickism that and child that could lead the child to deter 
s each year during the Christmas sea- from the social norms set by society. 
, which should be named the "shop- "He knows when you're sleeping. He 
, make a lot money, sell junk at high knows when you're awake. He knows 
es, so when it breaks people have to when you've been bad or good so be good 
more to fix it or replac it, , buy a new for goodness sake." That's crap! Is Santa 
it for the second day out of the year some supernatural, immortal being, which 
t several people attend church, rich can possibly trace his lineage to the leg-
pie's chance to make more money and endary mythological greek gods. Not! Only 
e lavish functions while they give to a God is omniscient, omnipresent as well as 
ct group of money to the needy just to omnipotent. 
k good in the public's eye " season. Al~hough the Christmas season seems 
ho the heck thought of this Santa overshadowed with the fun to perform and 
se guy anyway? watch, but fictitious frivolity of Santa 
'm sure if I took time to research it, I Clause, Rudolph the Red Nose Reindeer 
d find out it was some atheist, deter- and Frosty the Snowman, which, although 
ed to block out Christmas's tn:1e- pur-- - I fefuted- his existence, I particularly liked 
. "-v due to an obsession with quality cartoons, 
mean my parents didn't bring me up all of society hasn't fallen to these miscon-
that crock. Sure, I was like any other ceptions of Christmas. 
I enjoyed receiving gifts at Christmas, The traditional songs of praise and 
1 wasn't fooled and told some fat, jolly, thanks for the birth of Christ such as 
y-cheek white guy (because Santa has "Silent Night, Holy Night", "Away in the 
itionally been always white) was com- Manger", and "Joy to the World" continue 
down our chimney every year to deliv- to be sang by all. Hopefully, those who 
ifts that naive kids wrote to the North sing them for the heck of it will eventually 
e and asked to receive on Christmas. understand the song's true me~sage and 
eek, the only time I saw a white guy in incorporate it into there daily lives. All of 
neighborhood was as he zoomed off the answers beliind the purpose of 
highway trying to get through our Christn\as aren't found in the songs and 
hborhood and back to his. television programs that are prevalent dur-
urthermore, for him to have the nerve ing the season, but in the reference to 
limb down our chimney is preposter- which all have emerged, The Bible . 
. Heck, the chimney at my home has Yet for those who continue to believe 
no fire place since it was removed and and promote otherwise, Merry Christmas 
eked up 20 years before I was even to you too. And in the words of Tiny Tim, 
verything that my brothers and I every 
ived at Christmas came from our par-
. To say my parents worked hard for 
• • p1n1on: 
. "God bless us everyone." For at the end of 
the tunnel, there is light. And in that light, 
there is truth. 
mily gate~ings during the holidays are humerous times 
JACENTA WILSON 
s the holiday season and time to head home. 
e idea of home-cqoked me_?I dance in our 
s. 
our family the holidays means to enjoy good 
, loosen our belts and prepare to hear the 
e family stories which at this point we've 
over a thousand times. 
· year the holidays will be special because I 
finally say that I'm coming home for the holi-
y roommates and I frequently speak of the 
· y, friends and dinners. · 
my house the holidays bring together rela-
from all over the country. 
e of the most infamous members of the fam-
ls aunt Beverly. 
e travels 2000 miles to deliver her fruit cake, 
· h will eventually be recycled and used as a 
gift at my mothers office party. 
My dad, whom I call the sampler, takes it upon 
himself to taste every ounce of food before it hits 
the table--sort of like a royal food tester. 
This just might be my family, but my great aunt 
Patty finds total enjoyment in ~emoving her den-
tures at the table to amuse t '"' - ren. . 
I remember the first time · · af, 1~s tak-
ing a bite of dressing and ' d <iiver in her 
direction to see her balancing her teeth on green 
jello. 
That is truly something you never {orget, and 
believe me I've tried. 
After a nice dinner my dad, uncles and aunts all 
put on the games and dash for a place on the 
couch to let down their zipper's and rest until the 
next round. · 
l'mP not quite. sure how this tradition came to 
be, but is just as regular as the holidays. 
As the calender slowing passes by , these 
images become more vivid in the mind. 
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Editors Note: The celebration of 
Kwanzaa is an important event that war-
rants coverage. Unfortuantely, the director 
of the National Afro American Musuem in 
Wilberforce , OHIO was preparing for 
maternity leave and couldn't give an 
indepth interview at presstime. 
By EVETTE PEARSON 
Guide editor 
Kwanzaa is a unique American holiday that 
pays tribute to the rich cultural roots of 
Americans of African ancestry. 
The word 'Kwanzaa' mean "the first" or 
"the first fruits of the harvest" in the East 
African language of Kiswahili which is 
observed from Dec. 26 through Jan. 1. 
"Kiswahili was chosen because it it a non-
tribal African language that encompasses a 
large portion of the African continent," said 
public relations coordinator Lillian. Watts. "An 
added benefit is that Swahili pronounciation is 
extremely easy." · 
Kwanzaa was founded in 1966 by Maulana 
Karenga, a Black studies professor who 
describes himself as a cultural nationalist. 
It orginated as a cultural idea and an 
expression of the "Nationalist US 
Organization" which was headed by Karenga. 
This holiday is neither unique, in that it is 
neither a religious, political, nor heroic, but 
rather a cultural one that is based on seven 
fundamental principles which are ref erred to 
as the Nguzo Saba. 
"It is not a subsitute for Christmas," Watts 
said, although Karenga recognized the undue 
hardships that the over-commercialization of 
Christmas has for Black people and others 
who are the lowest rung of the social statue." 
The p~rfe~t Qift 
Therefore, those who find Kwanzaa to 
more meaninful to them, now have an o 
and can still be~ part of the holiday se 
Watts said. 
The holiday is celebrated in a num 
ways. At the bare minimum, a table sho 
prepared with the following items: a 
mat, usually made of straw; a candle h 
for seven candles; seven candles; a vari 
fruit; ears of corn representing the num 
children in the home; gifts , if any; and a 
or communal cup for pouring and sh 
libation. 
Each day a principle should be rec' 
when the candle was lit. The importance 
each principle has for the person reci · 
should be expounded upon. 
Like other holidays, Kwanzaa has its 
bols. These symbols are instructive and · 
rational objects that represent and rei 
desirable principles, concepts and pra · 
There are seven basic symbols and 
optional symbols that are both traditional 
modern items and therefore reflect tradi · 
as well as modern concepts which evolved 
of the !if e and struggle of African-Ame 
people. 
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